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ABSTRACT

My research and practice into reciprocal community engagement developed from my
Peace Corps experience in Indonesia from 2014-2016. Although my Peace Corps experience was
educational and fruitful, I observed many instances of Peace Corps volunteers—myself
included—who exhibited traits of a savior complex and who failed to conduct equitable and
reciprocal community engagement with our local constituents. A large part of my doctoral
research has been composing comics as reflection, which can be an indirect strategy of dealing
with difficult feelings because the process redirects the focus on the artwork, rather than on
myself. By doing so, I have been able to step back, see the whole picture, and make connections
between what was experienced at the moment and the lessons that came from it. The Peace
Corps and my reflection of those experiences propelled this dissertation project into developing
systemic changes in how we work with diverse communities.

Since continuing my community engagement projects and reflective practices after the
Peace Corps and throughout my doctoral studies at the University of Arizona, I have often
wondered: What can we do to help community-engaged practitioners avoid the mistakes I made
leading up to experiences that were not practiced reciprocally? This question connects to
questions that many community-engaged practitioners and organizations are asking:

● What systemic changes can we make to improve how people engage diverse
communities?

● How can we better connect with historically marginalized people and prioritize their
needs while avoiding the savior complex?

My dissertation addresses these questions about community engagement through a systemic,
critically feminist lens that confronts the common missteps of working with diverse
communities. Reciprocity Across Communities is a capacity-building framework establishing an
infrastructure of accountability in community engagement through qualitative and quantitative
data collected from:

1. National volunteer program (administration)
2. Regional community writing program (training)
3. Course on technical and professional communication (TPC) for culturally and

linguistically diverse audiences (teaching).
The foundational concept of reciprocity can disrupt power imbalances in community
engagement. As a critical feminist intervention, reciprocity creates space for negotiating
difference and co-constructed meaning making as well as repositions traditional framing of
communities as recipients of knowledge and service.

Through the case studies in my dissertation, I show how different conceptualizations of
reciprocity can add to existing conversations around service learning, community-university
partnerships, community outreach projects, etc. to launch a Reciprocity Across Communities
model that foregrounds the interconnectedness of administration, training, and teaching through
accountability. Developing reciprocal community-engaged partnerships is full of gray areas and
flexible expectations, interpersonal conflicts may prevent meaningful engagement, and saying or
behaving in unwelcome ways could invite all kinds of miscommunication. My hope with
Reciprocity Across Communities is to share a model that triangulates how we engage with
diverse communities, encourages strategies that meet the (un)spoken needs of our constituents,
and holds us accountable to how we create meaning with each other.
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CHAPTER 1:

THE IMPLICATIONS OF TRIANGULATING RECIPROCITY ACROSS COMMUNITIES
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Comic 1: “Cherry Overwhelmed”

Panel 1: The basket looks at a cherry tree with many cherries and thinks of making a cherry pie.

Panel 2: The basket rushes to catch the falling cherries.

Panel 3: The bird collects the falling cherries faster than the basket.

Panel 4: The basket is upset that another bird is collecting the cherries faster.

Panel 5: The basket is so frustrated that it bursts into flames.

Panel 6: After the tree catches fire and turns into ash, the basket is guilty for starting the fire.
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From 2014-2016, I was a Peace Corps volunteer in Indonesia. I taught English language

at the K-12 and university level; coordinated community-funded educational events; and served

as a consultant in English language curriculum development. Several of my Peace Corps mentors

advised that the first year of my service should be spent making connections, drinking coffee

with neighbors, and getting to know the local landscape. The second year should be spent acting

on those connections, establishing initiatives that respond to authentic needs, and setting up plans

for sustainability after leaving the country. Early in my second year, one of the university

students I was teaching said it would be helpful to learn how to write cover letters and resumes

for working in big cities and outside the country. I decided to capitalize on the fruitful

partnership I developed with the English Department of a local university to host a cover letter

and resume workshop for 30 students. Since it was my first time facilitating this kind of

workshop, I wanted to keep participant numbers low in case anything went wrong. I proposed an

agenda to the English Department Chair, and recruited my fellow volunteers to lead discussions.

The Department Chair said this would be an exciting experience for her students because many

wanted to work in different countries. A couple weeks prior to the workshop, the Department

Chair informed me there were over 100 registered participants—all Indonesian university

students—and that I should prepare for that many students. I had zero experience planning an

event that big and rushed through all the preparations.

The day of the event was a disaster. Volunteers were required to wear formal wear and

closed-toe shoes, and the tropical Indonesian heat was making everyone more irritable than

usual. Classrooms were locked, there were not enough whiteboard markers, timing was either too

fast or too slow, volunteers were confused, and the energy was chaotic. In the end, student

participants left the workshop unsure what to think of the volunteers and the skills they
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supposedly learned, and I was heartbroken. I attributed this disaster to a lack of communication,

expectations, follow through, and research into the needs of our target audience. The workshop

was supposed to be an opportunity to get to know our Indonesian students, answer their

questions about career readiness, and plan for future workshops. Because I was bouncing from

class to class and trying to assist students and facilitators to understand the schedule, I failed to

make time to connect with them. I failed in all forms of communication: to the Department

Chair, to the other volunteers leading sessions, and to the students. I failed to connect, met no

needs, and ultimately, was not invited back by the Department Chair. This experience was one of

my first lessons in community engagement, and has fueled my practice and research in

community engagement till now.

That cover letter and resume workshop in 2015 taught me that interacting with diverse

communities meant I needed to listen to the unique needs of the people with whom I work. I

needed to understand that Indonesian cover letters and resumes look entirely different from

typical US ones. I needed to understand that I was mentally equipped for a workshop of only 30

people and should have set boundaries. And I needed to understand that my goal was to connect

with students, not appease the Department Chair—who left immediately after the opening

remarks. My intended commitment was to the students and their interests in cover letter and

resume writing; however, I was more interested in satisfying the unwarranted expectations of the

English Department.

As I attempt to shape this dissertation, I lean on my comic-drawing hobby that I picked

up years ago to reflect on my Peace Corps experiences and fill in the gaps of my understanding

of what it means to engage with diverse communities. As I will explain more in Chapter 3, I

compose comics to reflect on complex experiences in my life, one of them being my Peace
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Corps service. Composing comics helps me dissect important factors of complex experiences to

synthesize my thoughts and feelings and make concrete any confusing aspects. “Cherry

Overwhelmed” at the beginning of this chapter is an example of my comic drawing to further

explain my feelings dealing with the cover letter and resume workshop. The comic tells the story

of a bucket wanting to gather cherries to make cherry pie. Due to circumstances, birds intercept

every cherry and interfere with the bucket’s goal. Rather than come up with a solution to this

problem, the bucket rages and that somehow manifests in the cherry tree bursting into flames,

destroying the opportunity for either bird or bucket to get cherries. This symbolizes my

frustration with the cover letter and resume workshop and the destructive effects of being

underprepared, reactive, and overwhelmed. Additionally, composing comics serves as a

disembodied strategy to contemplate my embodied experiences with diverse communities. The

process takes me away from the situation, where emotions and confusion can run high, and

settles me through a creative outlet—an outlet I have often capitalized on after dealing with

tension-filled environments.

Since continuing my community engagement projects and reflective practices afterward

in the Peace Corps and starting my doctoral studies at the University of Arizona, I have often

wondered: What can we do to help community-engaged practitioners avoid the mistakes I made

leading up to that workshop? What systemic changes can we make to improve how people

engage diverse communities? How can we better connect with historically marginalized people

and prioritize their needs while trying to avoid the savior complex? This dissertation is an

attempt to begin answering these questions about community engagement through a systemic,

critically feminist framework that confronts the common missteps of working with diverse

communities.
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There are several reasons to view community engagement through a critical feminist

framework, including combatting the savior complex (Flaherty), creating space for community

expertise and voice (Shah), and decentering traditional, dominant forms of knowledge

production (Harrison and Clayton). For the purposes of this dissertation, I use community

engagement as a wide umbrella that encompasses volunteer engagement, community writing,

and service learning. Although community engagement is wide-reaching, there are clear power

imbalances that pervade each form. This dissertation is inspired by interventions that attempt to

disrupt those power imbalances, particularly addressing the role of affect and reflection

(Holmes), crediting multilingual and multimodal experiences (Martorana), and representing

knowledge that is community shaped and circulated (Monberg). Motivated by these

contemporary methods, I argue that the foundational concept of reciprocity can disrupt power

imbalances in community engagement. As a critical feminist intervention, reciprocity creates

space for negotiating difference and co-constructed meaning making.

Reciprocity as Threshold Concept, Practice, and Product

Reciprocity has many meanings and interpretations (Dostilio et al.). In general it refers to

interactions that are mutually beneficial; however, reciprocity is an involved process among

several constituents that requires more than vague and sweeping definitions to actualize. Rather,

reciprocity requires depth and breadth for clear instruction. While this speaks to the capacious

nature of reciprocity, this lack of clarity can contribute to the misrepresentation of reciprocity in

community engagement, sometimes leading to a lack of follow through (Cushman) and

unhealthy community partnerships (Eby). In this section, I outline various dimensions to position

reciprocity as a threshold concept, practice, and product in this dissertation.
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Framing

The way community engagement is framed influences the quality of the partnerships,

knowledge co-produced, and lasting impressions. Cultivating healthy partnerships at the very

beginning can be a useful tactic for ensuring equity, generativity, and sustainability. This can be

achieved by imagining reciprocity as a framing technique. For instance, Canagarajah defines

reciprocity as constituents adopting “strategies that complement and/or resist those of the other

for negotiation of meaning or rhetorical and social objectives...largely strategies of alignment”

(82). Aligning communication styles, despite operating under different values, may make it

easier to listen to what the other is saying. Similarly, Holmes maintains that reciprocal care is

based on a “continual shifting of teacher and learner roles” and “transparency” (61).

Foregrounding effective communication means listening to each other and being transparent

about expectations. Communicating with diverse audiences can be difficult, especially for those

without formal training; therefore, viewing reciprocity as a framing technique can transform the

way constituents engage with diverse audiences and conduct ethical community engagement.

Furthermore, mapping a trajectory for how to practice reciprocity can serve as a practical

navigating tool for constituents. A productive trajectory is offered in Dostilio et al. who argue

that reciprocity has three orientations: exchange (“interchange of benefits, resources, or

actions”); influence (“relational connection that is informed by personal social, and

environmental contexts”); and generativity (“transformation of individual ways of knowing and

being or of the systems of which the relationship is a part”) (19-20). Describing reciprocity from

three orientations—exchange, influence, generativity—triangulates the concept for tangible

application. The three-orientation approach provides a step-by-step system that constituents can
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refer to in the midst of their partnership, securing the clarity that is needed in the “ethically

tenuous territory” of community engagement (Jagla 74).

Ethical Considerations

There are significant ethical considerations in community engagement, particularly when

a researcher enters an unfamiliar community. An ethics of care (Ellis; Tillmann-Healy) asks

researchers to shift the focus inward, examining their positionality in the research project and the

role the research project plays in the target community. For example, Tillmann-Healy uses

radical reciprocity through friendship as method. This strategy uses friendship as a research

method where lines between researcher and community partner blur, inspiring the necessary

authenticity and deep relations to discover the nuances of a particular community. However, the

ethical dilemma when lines blur exists when community partners are unaware of the difference

between everyday experiences collected as data to be analyzed and casual conversations over

coffee between friends. Although the lines blur, Tillman-Healy affirms that researchers

practicing radical reciprocity “never ask more of participants than [they] are willing to give”

(735). Friendship as method values consent and accountability between the “researcher and

researched” (Ellis 4). This nurtures a self-reflective space for researchers to evaluate their

objectives and impact on the community. While the balance between data collection and rapport

building can stifle how researchers practice friendship as method, this balance is necessary if

researchers seek to maintain the trust developed over time. It is important to note that an ethics of

care shift to self-reflection and questioning researcher intentions places all the attention on the

researcher, not on the community partner. This raises a concern regarding the role of community

partners.
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Community Roles

The roles community partners play are typically decided by those initiating the

interaction and intervention. This further weighs on the power imbalance between researcher and

researched. Fortunately, there has been emerging research in community engagement that

discusses the benefits of enhancing community partner roles in planning and assessment. For

example, Shumake and Shah argue that community-based evaluations are “valid and ethical

form[s] of assessment” (5) that demonstrate respect for community expertise, labor, and time.

These evaluations ground the research because feedback from the target community may include

suggestions to adjust data collection and data analysis methods that better represent the

community’s unique identity. This practice also demonstrates an eagerness to continue the

community partnership by suggesting solutions for future situations. However, this speaks only

to the confines of the research study, and does not necessarily include commentary on the

tangible benefits community partners receive outside the confines of the research study. Powell

and Takayoshi argue reciprocity includes thinking of ways community partners may see value in

the partnership, asserting that “authentic reciprocity involves researchers and participants

constructing roles for one another and negotiating those roles both within and outside the context

of the research project” (401). The terms set for reciprocity should not exist exclusively within

the research project and instead, should draw attention to the differences between perceived

benefits and authentic benefits. Community engagement, particularly between university

researchers and local community partners, is an “ethically tenuous territory” and breeding

ground for power imbalances, miscommunication, and predetermined agendas. Reciprocity is

complex and invites participants to acquire a willingness to “shape-shift” (Powell and Takayoshi

414) for and with each other to establish bonds that can be used to enact change. While
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reciprocity is generous in its many orientations and manifestations and in valuing accountable,

relationship-driven approaches, this dissertation pushes reciprocity a step further as a threshold

concept.

Reciprocity as Transformative Process

To fully frame the concept for this dissertation, Harrison and Clayton refer to reciprocity

as a “portal” or “threshold concept” (29) that practitioners need to access to conduct sustainable

community engagement (Rosenberg). Although this dissertation sees reciprocity as a goal,

practice, and embodiment, reciprocity also serves as a navigating force entering community

partnerships. Serving as a threshold concept, practice, and product, reciprocity teaches

constituents to enter community engagement with a mindset that is willing to “shape-shift,”

self-reflect, and negotiate through the experience to enact change that is co-constructed by those

involved. This frames community engagement through a feminist perspective due to its potential

to reposition traditional framing of communities as recipients of knowledge and service.

Feminist tradition disrupts dominant structures (Blair and Nickoson), legitimizes historically

marginalized communities speaking for themselves (Alcoff), and inspires the recognition of the

researcher’s role in their research (Rosenberg and Howes). The potential of reciprocity facilitates

feminist approaches to community engagement, yet despite this potential, reciprocity offers its

own challenges in application due to varying situations, people involved, and a range of

definitions. In other words, reciprocity offers “powerful rhetoric but difficult application”

(d’Arlach et al. 5). While reciprocity can be interpreted to attain mutually beneficial relationships

in a community writing setting, for example, between high school and university students,

reciprocity cultivated between students does not necessarily mean reciprocity is cultivated in

administration and training. As a result, I argue that reciprocity attained at just one setting may
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not be enough, and may consequently lead to a “hit and run” form of engagement that limits the

bridging potential of community engagement (Bickford and Reynolds 234).

Reciprocity Across Communities Model

Reciprocity Across Communities is a critical feminist reimagining of community

engagement by centering community voices, expertise, and labor. This dissertation hopes to

tackle the issue regarding the “difficult application” of reciprocity by examining reciprocity in

three different domains—administration, training, and teaching—to imagine a domain-based

model that composes an infrastructure of accountability. To develop this model, I will: 1) explain

why Reciprocity Across Communities is a domain-based model; and 2) describe the three

domains. Reciprocity Across Communities is a model for community engagement that pulls and

draws from three domains of practice: administration, training, and teaching. It is modeled after

Writing Across Communities (Kells)—a departure from the traditional Writing Across the

Curriculum model—that “helps students cultivate communicative alacrity across the disciplines

in order to promote the knowledge, understanding, and ethical habits of mind for citizenship in

intellectually and culturally diverse academic, professional, and civic communities” (“Welcome

to Babylon” 4).
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Figure 1: Reciprocity Across Communities Model

WACommunities (“Rhetorical Imagination”) functions in three domains: a social justice

domain where “students are encouraged to explore how writing matters most to them in their

diverse communities of belonging” (training); an institutionalized administrative domain of

“agitating discourse calling attention to issues of access and student success” (administration);

and a curricular domain, promoting “pedagogical models that move toward advocacy and the

promotion of student agency” (teaching) (156). Reciprocity Across Communities adapts the

WACommunities model by shifting the focus on reciprocity for the three main domains of the

model—administration, training, and teaching—which are the subjects of Chapters Two, Three,

and Four, respectively. Aside from basing Reciprocity Across Communities on WACommunities,

I chose the three domains based on first-hand issues I encountered in various community
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engagement projects. The issues could have been avoided if there were effective interventions in

administration, training, and teaching.

Referring back to Figure 1, the symbol of the domain represents an established form;

however, the model proposes that the domains are also interconnected to produce community

engagement as a whole that is reciprocal and accountable. Administration refers to the potential

bottom-up/top-down (Kezar) techniques to achieve reciprocity. The structures created to develop

community engagement projects must speak to the needs of constituents involved. Securing the

appropriate bottom-up/top-down structures to achieve reciprocity may decrease the invisible and

emotional labor that practitioners take on to achieve reciprocity at the training and teaching

domains. Training is influenced by its structure and refers to the identities and positionalities that

constituents must negotiate to co-construct meaning. Training reciprocity results from

administering reciprocity and informs teaching reciprocity. Teaching refers to the framing and

scaffolding strategies used to engage students or participants to practice reciprocity in their

community partnerships. Teaching reciprocity results from training and in turn, informs

administering reciprocity.

Infrastructure of Accountability

The progression from domain to domain is what enables this model to function. I refer to

that active progression as accountability: “A need for checking the intentions, desires,

assumptions, and beliefs that inform our practices” (Johnston 58). The three

domains—administration, training, and teaching—are rhetorically framed by reciprocity and

work to influence and reinforce each other through accountability. As each domain moves to the

next, planners and constituents hold themselves accountable by “checking the intentions, desires,

assumptions, and beliefs” that inform their practices. This is meant to ensure alignment.
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Accountability facilitates a feminist reimaigining of how community engagement should look

like by requiring consistent reflection into the way we conduct research and practice so that the

needs of communities with which we work are fairly represented and addressed. Reciprocity

Across Communities draws from its three domains, but also relies on accountability to move

from domain to domain, creating an infrastructure of accountability. The model represents an

interconnected relationship among achieving reciprocity at the administration, training, and

teaching domains that build upon and inform one another. In this dissertation, accountability is

grounded in relational epistemology (Victor et al.) and emergent strategy (brown). In the

following section, I explain how relational epistemology and emergent strategy can be used

together to facilitate accountability.

Borrowed from Indigenous community-based research, relational epistemology argues

that “understandings of the world are constructed through the lens of interconnectivity with our

social and physical environments” (Victor et al. 424). Researchers attempt to resolve the

hierarchical power imbalance in the communities they conduct research by listening to (v

acting), cultivating, and validating diverse nondominant perspectives. This is pivotal in

establishing accountability in community engagement due to the emphasis on rapport building

and “learning, not prejudging or predetermining” (424). Central to relational epistemology are

the following Nehinuw concepts (427):

● weechiseechigemitowin (alliances for common action)

● otootemitowin (respectful openness and acceptance of others)

● weechihitowin (supporting and helping each other)

● weechiyauguneetowin (partnership)
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Paired with relational epistemology is a community organizing principle, emergent strategy

(brown), which argues that the strength of the relationship determines the strength of the system.

Emergent strategy contributes to accountability due to the attention paid to assessing the

situation before moving forward. The core principles of emergent strategy (brown 41-42):

1. Small is good, small is all (The large is a reflection of the small)

2. Change is constant (Be like water)

3. There is always enough time for the right work. There is a conversation in the room that

only these people at this moment can have. Find it.

4. Never a failure, always a lesson

5. Trust the People (If you trust the people, they become trustworthy)

6. Move at the speed of trust

7. Focus on critical connections more than critical mass—build the resilience by building

the relationships

8. Less prep, more presence

9. What you pay attention to grows

Positioning relational epistemology ahead of emergent strategy reflects the advice I received as a

Peace Corps volunteer to first establish rapport with my neighbors, and then enact actionable

steps toward positive change. Before even formulating research questions or collecting data,

researchers bear an obligation to first consider their grounding of who they are as researchers and

why they want to conduct research with a specific site. Using relational epistemology and

emergent strategy as the foundation for accountability places communities and researchers in a

fruitful dialogue that legitimizes community experiences as knowledge-generating. This union is

crucial to conceiving accountability because research designs should be catered to unique
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situations and perspectives rather than premeditated agendas. Because methodologies “developed

within particular disciplinary or field contexts may not travel well when moved to new places,

people, and their things (like a community),” it’s essential to find the means that maintain the

integrity of the community and one’s relationship with them (Grabill 210). Since communities

are socially constructed and heterogeneous (Canagarajah), taking the time to “trust the people”

and checking one’s positionality ensures that communities are well represented and active

co-creators of knowledge.

In response to relational epistemology and emergent strategy, the Reciprocity Across

Communities model highlights community voice and the evolving relationship the researcher has

with the community at every domain to ensure accountability, which speaks to the needs of the

community rather than a preconceived research agenda. In order to develop this model, I

foreground the heterogeneous and socially constructed nature of working with different

communities, which requires a critical feminist response to seeing communities as active

subjects, rather than recipients of service (Bickford and Reynolds). More importantly, I argue

that in order for community engagement as a system to be reciprocal, not only do the domains

need an intervention of reciprocity, but also the progression from domain to domain needs an

intervention of accountability.

Research Questions

Reciprocity Across Communities is needed because it demands reciprocal relations not

only between students, but also instructors, planners, and other constituents, which in turn, holds

each relationship accountable to one another. I do this by examining reciprocity in three distinct

community engagement sites: 1) an in-service Peace Corps Indonesia volunteer training model

(administration); 2) a high school-university writing partnership (training); and 3) a
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service-learning course for a new technical and professional communication undergraduate

major (teaching). Each site is given an intervention of reciprocity to produce equitable and

mutually beneficial outcomes. The purpose is to demonstrate the labor needed, strategize how to

overcome obstacles, and illustrate how reciprocity varies across communities. These nuances

into reciprocity in different settings can be extrapolated to compose a feminist reimagining of

community engagement through the lens of reciprocity and accountability. This dissertation

seeks to answer the following questions to form a Reciprocity Across Communities model:

● What does it look like to translanguage (Lee) an ongoing volunteer training program to

model grassroots advocacy (Kezar) for linguistic social justice? (administration)

● How do collaborative comics promote “participatory knowledge construction” (McNicol

236) and assist community writing partners to negotiate their positionalities and identities

to achieve reciprocity? (training)

● What infrastructural interventions grounded in reciprocity help develop the appropriate

competencies working with diverse audiences in technical and professional

communication as a field and practice? (teaching)

Overview of Chapters

The second chapter answers the first research question and translanguages (Lee) one of

the ongoing Peace Corps Indonesia volunteer training models (Version 2014). Based on the

discomfort of my Indonesian teaching counterpart who was invited to the ongoing training, I

reorient the In-Service Training (IST) that all Peace Corps Indonesia volunteers must attend with

their Indonesian teaching counterparts by arguing for linguistic social justice (Lee) that confronts

the “inequitable discursive economies that afford disproportionate amounts of social capital to

certain language practices over others” (176). All Indonesian teaching counterparts are required
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to attend IST; however based on counterpart anecdotes, IST failed to accommodate their learning

needs. I assess certain factors that may have contributed to counterpart discomfort to envision a

version of IST that better represents Indonesian values, decenters US values, and designs a space

where both Indonesians and Peace Corps volunteers can create meaning more reciprocally. I

argue that reciprocity is achieved when we start from a position of openness (Shah). The

emotional labor that Indonesians have to take on while being expected to engage in meaning

making is extensive, especially when IST centers US values. administering reciprocity informs

training reciprocity, so I demonstrate the potential implications on training practitioners.

The third chapter answers the second research question and uses narrative comics

creation (McNicol) to recount the multimodal reflection practices that my community writing

partner, Maxwell (Max) Irving, and I took on to become reciprocal community-university

partners. After his high school and my university students co-created original comics together,

Max and I made comics about the way we communicated throughout the teaching partnership.

The purpose of the multimodal reflection was to demonstrate how our comics were rhetorical

acts of composing reciprocity, and to promote means of reflection beyond written reflection.

Additionally, we aimed to develop more accounts of instructors as they learn and develop as

teachers. By developing meaningful and relatable accounts of practitioners composing

reciprocity through multimodal reflection, we shed light on the efforts that reciprocity requires,

and the benefits of those efforts. Training reciprocity stems from the structure of administering

reciprocity and has the potential to influence teaching reciprocity, so I demonstrate how these

comics could have been shaped by administration to reduce the emotional labor put on

practitioners and how training reciprocity could shape possible teaching strategies.
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The fourth chapter answers the third research question as I describe how I cultivate

reciprocity (Dostilio et al., 2012) in the Writing for Diverse Audiences course, not only as a

threshold concept (Harrison & Clayton, 2012) in a service-learning partnership with a local high

school course to facilitate intercultural competence assessed through peer review observation

(Yu, 2012), but also as an infrastructure to counter service-learning approaches in Technical and

Professional Communication (TPC) that tend to follow a “hyperpragmatist ideology” (Scott,

2004, p. 289) that supports professional success over interpersonal competency—valuing

corporate partnerships over relationship-driven approaches. There are limits to entering diverse

situations if the tools used in those interactions are rooted in outdated conceptions that

(un)intentionally promote the savior complex (Flaherty, 2016), fail to address power dynamics,

and are infused with a “charitable viewpoint that ignores the structural reasons to help others”

(Bickford and Reynolds, 2002, p. 230). Therefore, I illustrate how an infrastructure of reciprocity

in service learning layers with curricular and programmatic infrastructures for social and

linguistic justice in TPC pedagogy. The purpose of this chapter is to show the effectiveness of

pedagogical strategies that promote reciprocity to develop a competency in diverse audience

awareness for service-learning TPC students. This chapter identifies the framing and scaffolding

techniques that may teach service-learning students how to address community engagement that

advances co-created meaning making, transparent communication, and accountability. Although

teaching reciprocity is the last domain in the infrastructure of accountability, I demonstrate how

teaching reciprocity could influence administering reciprocity, continuing the cycle of

accountability, reflection, and progress.

The fifth and final chapter draws from the challenges and successes of reciprocity as a

threshold concept, practice, and product in administration, training, and teaching to further
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develop a working model of Reciprocity Across Communities that could cater to all kinds of

community engagement sites by forming an infrastructure of accountability. This chapter

demonstrates how each domain is rhetorically framed with reciprocity and consequently evolves

as its own entity before influencing other domains in the model through relational epistemology

and emergent strategy—namely, accountability. I show how different conceptualizations of

reciprocity can add to existing conversations around service learning, community-university

partnerships, community outreach projects, etc. to launch a Reciprocity Across Communities

model that foregrounds the interconnectedness of administration, training, and teaching.
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CHAPTER 2:

ADMINISTERING RECIPROCITY: TRANSLANGUAGING THE PEACE CORPS

INDONESIA IN-SERVICE VOLUNTEER TRAINING
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Comic 2: “Saved By The Sail”

Panel 1: The sailboat without a sail gets capsized when a large wave crashes into it.

Panel 2: The sail flies down from the clouds to save the sailboat.

Panel 3: The sail approaches the capsized sailboat. The wind helps the capsized sailboat upright.

Panel 4: The sail comes closer to the sailboat, and the wind from below lifts the sailboat.

Panel 5: The sail attaches to a fully upright sailboat.

Panel 6: The sailboat with attached sail moves forward with the help of the wind.
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As a Peace Corps volunteer, I was assigned to a conservative Islamic middle school in an

urban village named Mrican in East Java, Indonesia. My neighbors joked that it made sense that I

would live in Mrican because I was an A-Mrican. I was younger than most of the teachers, had

short hair, chose not to wear a hijab because I was not Muslim, and wore pants because I rode a

bicycle to school. I am also a US American, and the knowledge my students seemed to have of

US Americans, especially regarding the sexualization of US women, came from the movies.

Many students and teachers would make kissy noises at me and ask if I was like the women they

saw in the movies. I am also Filipino American, but what seemed to matter was that I was not

white and therefore, less American.

During my first year at the middle school, I got along well with most of the teachers, and

the seventh and eighth graders loved me. I had a lot of fun joining the English teachers in their

English classes with the seventh and eighth grade students because they just wanted to get to

know me and I wanted to get to know them. The ninth graders, however, perhaps due to puberty

and a rush of hormones—especially the boys—did not love me. I was constantly catcalled and

verbally harassed by the ninth grade boys for all of the above characteristics, but the harassment

usually stopped if a teacher caught them. One day was especially difficult. The teachers were

having a meeting in the office, and I was wandering the second floor classroom halls. There is a

set of stairs in the far northeast corner of the school, blocked by tall trees to the front office

where the teachers were. It was break time, so students were in the halls, snacking and talking to

their friends. As I was walking down the stairs with no teacher in sight, the ninth grade boys

started heckling me, and they got louder and louder in the 30 seconds it took to walk from the top

of the stairs to the front office. My ears started ringing from the screaming, so I ran all the way to

the office. I entered the front office and started crying, unable to hold back my tears during their
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meeting. Completely devastated by this interaction, I complained to the English teachers and

demanded they have a conversation with the ninth graders and advocate on my behalf. The

teachers completely had my back, and immediately addressed the situation. The catcalling

lessened a bit after a few weeks, so I was satisfied.

Continuing the thread of composing comics to reflect on my difficult interactions with

diverse communities, “Saved by the Sail” at the beginning of this chapter tells the story of a

capsized sailboat receiving assistance from the wind in the form of a new sail. With prodding and

support from the wind, the sailboat sails in its intended direction. Feeling degraded in an

unfamiliar environment—such as the experience I had of being crowd catcalled by my

students—felt like being capsized, but with the appropriate equipment and all hands on deck

attitude of my teacher allies, my sailboat was able to move forward.

As a Peace Corps volunteer, it is my job to take the time to connect with students

knowing full well that authority comes from the relationships we cultivate over time. It was not

my intent to rely on other teachers to constantly advocate for me because I did not need to be

saved. However, that initial act of solidarity helped me win over the ninth graders and solidified

my status as a teacher at the school despite my differences. This chapter builds on our acts of

solidarity with those who need support through listening, acknowledgement, and advocacy—in

hopes of enacting change. It is my turn to advocate, and I do so by addressing my Indonesian

colleague’s discomfort when he attended a required Peace Corps training with me.

What is In-Service Training (IST)?

My experiences may be different from other volunteers; other volunteers may be

operating under a revised or alternate Peace Corps framework for including counterparts (the

Indonesian English language teacher that serves as co-planner, co-teacher, and main collaborator
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in the volunteer’s Peace Corps site), so this chapter speaks only to my experiences and the

anecdotal conversations I have had with other counterparts. The Peace Corps mission is to

promote world peace by fulfilling three goals: 1) To help the people of interested countries in

meeting their need for trained men and women; 2) To help promote a better understanding of

Americans on the part of the peoples served; and 3) To help promote a better understanding of

other peoples on the part of Americans (“About”). In order to achieve those three goals, Peace

Corps volunteers undergo several on-going training sessions. On-going training for volunteer

programs benefits volunteers by focusing on reflection, best practices, and reinforcing effective

volunteer behavior. In the span of 27 months, Peace Corps volunteers in Indonesia have a total of

four training sessions ranging from one week to two months: Pre-Service Training (PST),

In-Service Training (IST), Mid-Service Training (MST), and Close of Service Training (COS).

During these training sessions, participants learn about cross-cultural communication, additional

teaching practices, and collaborative community engagement.

In-Service Training (IST) was the first training session we were required to attend after

living in our village sites for five months, and it was the first training that invited our

counterparts from our respective villages, which may be the first time counterparts and

volunteers work closely together. Although IST was meant to be a generative experience for

counterparts and volunteers, it was also a vulnerable time. Volunteers have lived in their village

sites for only a few months, counterparts are still coming to terms with the cultural differences,

and both are still getting to know each other. For volunteers in East Java, IST was held for five

days at a hotel in the provincial capital of Surabaya. Counterparts stayed for two out of the five

days at the hotel, rooming with another counterpart they most likely do not know. Many of the

counterparts had never attended conferences, stayed at hotels, been on escalators, or spoken
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English with so many native English speakers before. While the experience for counterparts was

meant to help them work through their discomfort, the experience can be abrupt and challenging.

After having hosted a volunteer in their village for the five months prior to IST, counterparts

were exposed to alternative classroom activities, native English speaking, and their own potential

misperceptions toward Western culture and attitudes. Other than more exposure to Western ideas,

some intended benefits of inviting counterparts to on-going training sessions were: strengthening

the relationship with the volunteer, better understanding the context from which the volunteer

proposes teaching activities, networking with other counterparts and volunteers that live in

nearby areas, and learning how to reconcile their own problematic perceptions toward Western

culture and attitudes. There were a few reflective aspects sprinkled throughout IST, and having

counterparts and volunteers reflect together about the Peace Corps experience was meant to

make the partnership stronger.

Counterpart participation is well intentioned; however, there are some risks with

incorporating counterparts into the training framework. IST is extremely Peace Corps-oriented

and US-oriented. The session topics, time management practices, and food choices are geared

toward US values and preferences. The structure of IST may not complement rural Indonesian

values, which could provide a space that encourages counterparts to engage with their

discomfort; however, there are some cultural risks that may hinder productive engagement. This

chapter is about integrating those risks into re-designing IST that speaks to the potential needs of

volunteers who are homesick and of counterparts who may come from rural backgrounds. The

restructuring of potentially toxic practices to enact systemic changes in an organization is key to

the administrative domain in Reciprocity Across Communities.
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Administering Reciprocity

As one of the three domains in Reciprocity Across Communities, the administrative

domain designs the infrastructure of community interactions. This domain champions a

bottom-up/top-down (Kezar) process that establishes structural norms by incorporating ongoing

feedback through a collaboration between grassroots and executive leadership. This leadership

partnership has the potential to institutionalize meaningful and responsive change and promote

productive feedback exchange. An intervention between grassroots and top-down leadership is

needed due to the lack of institutional support of community engagement (Boerngen et al.;

Kropp et al.; Miller-Young). The effort and time commitment of service learning is not explicitly

acknowledged in faculty evaluations, indirectly disincentivizing service-learning endeavors

(Boerngen et al.). Community engagement and community literacy studies remain at the “fringes

of the academy,” which devalues the labor-intensive practices that organizations like the Peace

Corps require to achieve its goals (Bowen, et al.18). Although this chapter does not strictly

follow Kezar’s collaboration between bottom-up and top-down leadership to enact change, I

hope to model the process of proposing grassroots feedback of IST as a way to advocate for

linguistic social justice when engaging with diverse communities. In the following sections, I

explain how linguistic social justice is an appropriate goal for administering reciprocity.

Linguistic Social Justice

The concept of linguistic social justice (Baker-Bell; Lee) is essential when working with

diverse communities due to its emphasis on centering the lived experiences of historically

marginalized communities, rather than in this case, US-centric experiences. As already stated, I

argue that IST overall follows a US-centric model that risks productive engagement on the part

of counterparts. Lee argues, “Linguistic social justice entails confronting the inequitable
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discursive economies that afford disproportionate amounts of social capital to certain language

practices over others” (176). Lee refers to the translingual turn in composition

pedagogy—incorporating writing practices into the composition classroom that speak to

students’ unique language and cultural contexts—and critiques the monolingual approaches to

assessing those kinds of writing. In other words, if we continue using outdated and restrictive

modes of assessment to assess writing that we encourage to be student-specific and nuanced,

then the assessment is not valid because it does not measure what it is supposed to measure.

Most importantly, monolingual orientations to teaching and assessing writing privilege a

dominant speaking and writing system—white Standard English—to which some students do not

have access. Baker-Bell argues that “the way a white child’s language is privileged and deemed

the norm in schools is directly connected to the invisible ways that white culture is deemed

normal, neutral, and superior in the world” (2). This also suggests that Black language and Black

culture is deemed abnormal, “linguistically, intellectually, and morally inferior,” and ultimately

to be corrected (Baker-Bell 20). This refers to the erasure, linguistic oppression, devaluing, and

commercialization of Black language—what Smitherman describes as English with “Africanized

semantic, grammatical, pronunciation, and rhetorical patterns” (qtd. In Baker-Bell 2).

From my Peace Corps experience working closely with rural Indonesians, there is a

similar narrative of correct English while all others are incorrect, a “byproduct of white

supremacy” (Baker-Bell 6). Global Englishes flow “across layered and changing contexts,

traversing competing norms and values,” yet there still exists a misperception of other Englishes

as less than (Canagarajah 153). Additionally, my native-English speaking presence as a Peace

Corps volunteer in my counterpart’s school does not necessarily combat the narrative that global

Englishes are just as valid as native Englishes. Although I have significantly less formal
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education on how to teach English, I am deemed the English expert at school by merely being a

native English speaker. Ironically, I learned more about how English functions from the

Indonesian English teachers than I ever did in the US.

Structurally, advocating for linguistic social justice means rethinking the “very

assumptions surrounding assessment that exacerbate sociolinguistic inequalities” (Lee 176). The

way to accomplish this is through translanguaging our practices—“de-universalizing assessment

criteria so we remember that different kinds of writing have different values for different

students” (185). Translanguaging IST, therefore, means rethinking and reworking the

problematic practices that exclude and fail to decenter dominant US ideology in a setting that

champions cross-cultural communication and understanding. Essential to cross-cultural

communication is intercultural competence: engaging, accepting, and incorporating cultural

differences in the interactions with diverse communities. Not incorporating rural Indonesian

practices and values in coordinating IST and all training sessions that include counterparts

upholds racist logics and forces counterparts to engage in unfamiliar epistemologies in

unwelcoming environments.

Engaging Difficulty and Discomfort

To develop an intercultural competence, we need to negotiate difficulty and discomfort

(Rosenberg; Taranath) in our interactions with diverse communities. A key concept in

deconstructing systems of power is “engaging difficulty” (Rosenberg 66). Community

partnerships can confront the stereotypes and assumptions they have toward each other, and

work to acknowledge how their own positionalities play in the partnership dynamic. “Engaging

difficulty” means understanding how relationships develop and evolve, knowing when to be

vulnerable and compassionate to have better connections and more efficient communication.
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Communication is already difficult when interactions are between people of the same culture, so

it is rational to assume that our expectations for intercultural communication to be more rigorous

and intentional. Even within the “same space there could be different language norms in

operation” (Canagarajah 156). Culturally diverse people whose compassion manifests differently

in everyday interactions may struggle finding common ground, but they are not to blame.

Typically, the interventions we need can be found through structural interventions. Peace Corps

is a skills-sharing organization that should accommodate communicative discrepancies through

ongoing restructuring of their training practices, signaling a need to institutionalize more

grassroots feedback (Kezar) into the reorganization.

I argue that to administer reciprocity, organizations like the Peace Corps that endorse

cross-cultural communication must create space for developing an intercultural competence to

reduce the discomfort in order to achieve the organization’s goals. Taranath claims that “we can

connect even better if we learn to acknowledge and reduce the discomfort that usually

accompanies interactions across identity, society, and different experiences” (13). Discomfort,

“without a productive valve to release it or a venue to talk it out, often manifests in

less-than-productive ways” (Taranath 65). This is precisely the risk that organizations like the

Peace Corps cannot afford to make, especially when the ones they are alienating are their

constituents. Developing an intercultural competence by engaging difficulty and discomfort

reveals the potentially unconscious wounds of bias and misperceptions.

Research Question

This chapter showcases administering reciprocity by advocating for linguistic social

justice that could serve as a model for conversation between bottom-up and top-down leadership

to enact meaningful change within the system. This research is guided by the following question:
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What does it look like to translanguage (Lee) an ongoing volunteer training program to model

grassroots advocacy (Kezar) for linguistic social justice? There is no easy answer to this

question, but I hope to shed light on how the inconsistency of the Peace Corps mission and its

delivery could prevent healthy personal and working relationships between counterparts and

volunteers.

Methods for Administering Reciprocity

Translanguaging IST for linguistic social justice restructures the practices in which

counterparts and volunteers interact and positions rural Indonesian values at the forefront. I

translanguage the training through a linguistic social justice frame (Lee) to assess the 2014 IST

training for certain factors that may have contributed to counterpart discomfort. I hope to

envision a version of IST that better represents rural Indonesian values, decenters US values, and

creates a space where both counterparts and volunteers can create meaning more reciprocally.

Below is a sample day of IST to demonstrate how the days are typically structured.
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Figure 2: IST Day 2

Acronym and Language Notes:

Selamat Pagi : Good Morning

TEFL : Teaching English as a Foreign Language

IGLOW / IBRO : Indonesian Girls Leading Our World / Indonesian Boys Respecting Others

(leadership camps)

PDM : Project Design and Management Workshop

Selamat Jalan : Goodbye

CPs : Counterparts (counterparts stay only two days of the five)

PCVs : Peace Corps Volunteers (volunteers stay for all five days)

To assist in the analysis, I include anecdotal experiences: mine and my counterpart’s,

Febri (pseudonym). Speaking for Febri’s experiences is a significant limitation in this

exploration (Alcoff), which reinforces the power imbalance in two ways: 1) between native and

global English speakers, and 2) between a Peace Corps volunteer and their underserved
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community. While I believe my narratives cannot fairly represent Febri’s perspective, writing

this chapter without including any of Febri’s experiences risks misrepresenting the entire event.

However, I will focus on my memories and journal records observing Febri’s and the other

counterparts’ attitudes during IST. I translanguage the training. This process relies heavily on

centering rural Indonesian values and Febri’s experiences during IST to spotlight the framing

techniques and activities that fail to promote linguistic social justice.

IST Framing Practices

The results of the IST analysis are divided into two sections: IST Framing Practices and

IST Sessions. IST Framing Practices refer to cultural differences that may hinder productive

engagement for counterparts. IST Sessions refer to activities or events on the IST schedule that

in fact threatened Febri’s productive engagement. The following section includes framing aspects

of IST that I argue should be modified through translanguaging to combat the dominant

discursive qualities that grant “social capital to certain language practices over others” (Lee 176).

As already stated, cultural differences are expected to be handled with care; in other words, the

ways the interactions between counterparts and volunteers are framed could determine the

dynamic as well as the outcome of those interactions (Shah).

Timing

Time is relative. From my experience, most rural Indonesians follow jam karet (rubber

time) that typically renders deadlines and starting times meaningless. The most challenging

aspect of Peace Corps service is that the concept of time greatly depends on cultural norms and

how the volunteer reconciles with that. For example, Indonesian village norms dictate that men

drink coffee and smoke cigarettes before every meeting, and to fully enjoy that daily practice,

start times are soft times. This could be considered impolite for typical US workers whose norms
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are to arrive five to ten minutes earlier than the agreed upon time. At IST, Peace Corps follows a

US concept of time, which initially put off some counterparts, including Febri who had to step

outside to smoke before every meeting. With back to back meetings, this habit kept him away

from engaging with other counterparts and volunteers. In the village, the volunteer may express

discomfort when meetings start late, but must ultimately abide by Indonesian village norms.

Volunteers are expected to follow Indonesian norms and they come into the host country

knowing this; however, counterparts that participate in IST do not necessarily have that same

preparation. Thus, this relationship with time could greatly hinder counterparts’ integration into

IST culture, which could widen the performance gap between counterparts and volunteers. IST

activities are carefully scaffolded during training. Participants were welcome to take breaks when

needed. This conflict regarding time management could be a fruitful starting point for

counterparts and volunteers to scaffold their own time together for team teaching, a negotiation

of social norms.

Volunteer’s Role

Another factor that may affect the performance gap is the volunteer’s role in the village.

At first many counterparts failed to understand the purpose of the volunteer. In my first month

living in my village, Febri asked why I was there, as if the Peace Corps failed to conduct a

thorough vetting of schools before our placement. Another counterpart at my school felt

threatened by my presence and asked me to only correct the students’ English, not teach.

Volunteers can be seen as threats to counterparts, and this miscommunication tends to manifest in

two different ways: 1) volunteers are cast aside during lesson planning and teaching, or 2)

volunteers are given full authority—sans counterpart—in the classroom, leaving many

volunteers feeling lost. Most of the volunteers in my cohort were both uncertified and
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unqualified to independently teach classes. Our role is primarily to share insights about US

culture and linguistic idiosyncrasies, make pedagogical material more accessible, and on a minor

level, correct mistakes. However, many counterparts felt they were being replaced by a native

English speaker, inevitably causing friction. In several of the sessions, Peace Corps staff

highlights the ways to be an effective teacher, and these ways are primarily based on US

educational practices (Schedule). Counterparts may be newly introduced to pedagogical best

practices from a US standpoint and may struggle taking on a new system, especially if they have

been educators for years. Additionally, team teaching is complex, and is further exacerbated

when conflicting pedagogical styles exist in the same classroom. Learning how to collaborate

well by overcoming perceived and misperceived power relations can be arduous. The power

relations between counterparts and volunteers will probably not be settled during IST, but steps

should be taken to raise this issue for productive working partnerships in the long run.

Group Sizes

There were approximately 60 IST participants, 30 counterparts and 30 volunteers. Due to

limited resources or wanting to deliver the same message, large group presentations were

appropriate. However, smaller group sizes for activities and discussions, especially with

counterparts, can be more effective for negotiating cultural differences. From my experience,

rural Indonesians tend to be shy and prioritize the comfort of others. They may value community

solidarity, and are often willing to set aside their curiosity to maintain the status quo.

Counterparts typically do not participate in IST unless called upon, and on the majority, do not

publically question the authority of the speakers. The classroom is “a social organization”

(Weaver and Qi 597) that curates classroom expectations based on best practices and the needs of

the current group of students. IST may lean more toward US norms, and this could potentially
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hurt counterpart engagement. Working with a volunteer for five months prior to IST does not

automatically mean the counterpart is fully versed in US culture. Ironically, working with

volunteers during those five months more likely suggests that counterparts know less about US

culture than they would see at IST. Volunteers are asked at the very beginning to withhold

expressing potentially offensive aspects of US culture to avoid conflict. The goal in the first few

months is to make alliances and learn how things work, and this may manifest as dampening our

personalities—an expectation I harbored coming into the Peace Corps. Thus, counterparts may

be overwhelmed by how volunteers interact with other volunteers and discuss openly in the large

group sessions. IST could have one-on-one or Indonesian-only smaller group meetings just to

discuss cultural differences that they may be too reserved to discuss in front of the volunteers.

These smaller group meetings that consist of only Indonesian counterparts and Indonesian Peace

Corps staff could be held in only the Indonesian language so staff could clearly explain

volunteers’ actions by explaining US values. The purpose of the small group sessions of only

Indonesians is to clarify any inconsistencies and misperceptions they may have about volunteers

and the Peace Corps in general.

Hierarchical Relationships

During the first few weeks living in the village, Febri and my other counterparts were

constantly correcting me for being impolite. While their approach often came with cultural

explanations, I felt extremely overwhelmed. We spend two months at the very start of our service

going through cultural differences and intercultural communication, and clearly two months is

not enough to fully understand a different culture. However, I did not expect to be so wrong all

the time when I eventually moved to my village. The underlying issue is rural Indonesia’s overtly

hierarchical relationships. Indonesians typically use titles to refer to others: Bu [first name] for
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women, Pak [first name] for men, Mbak [first name] for younger women, and Mas [first name]

for younger men. At IST, volunteers call each other or Peace Corps staff by their first names

rather than a formal title. This may seem extreme and disrespectful to counterparts, so IST needs

to remind counterparts and volunteers of their cultural liaison roles. In the village, counterparts

act as cultural liaisons to rural Indonesian culture—what’s impolite, what action should be taken

in certain situations, etc.—and the same should occur during training sessions like IST.

Volunteers should acknowledge that IST is held in an environment that is extremely different

from what counterparts may be accustomed to.

IST Sessions

This section dissects three IST sessions: 1) Accomplishments, Challenges, and Hopes; 2)

Global Sessions; and 3) Concurrent Sessions on Best Practices. As already stated, these results

help to establish coherence between the Peace Corps mission and how it implements the mission.

Accomplishments, Challenges, and Hopes

Every morning, counterparts and volunteers are invited to share an accomplishment, a

challenge, or a hope in front of the large group. The format is usually standing in front of the 60

participants and telling a story of some kind that is supposed to demonstrate inclusion, diversity,

and acceptance. Even if I shared, Febri did not feel comfortable sharing because of the big group

size. Reflection could be more accessible if it were mediated through a modality specific to the

participant’s culture (Silver). Choosing a mode that is meaningful could make reflections more

meaningful as well as to avoid “reflection burnout” (Silver 174). Comments could be

anonymously given to Peace Corps staff to talk about in a general way or to share with each

other individually. Another option is to share these notes within the Indonesian-only and US-only

meetings to invite honesty and ease in sharing. Additionally, if reflection practices do not
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connect to genuine meaning making, participants would not understand the significance

(McDonald). Performative reflective expressions only harm those who want to participate but do

not feel welcome. If the reflection practices offered throughout IST are not conducive to

counterpart ways of thinking or representative of their values, they may not participate in

meaningful ways.

Global Sessions

There are four global sessions: 1) Volunteer Resiliency: Coping Strategies; 2)

Intercultural Effectiveness: Cognitive Flexibility; 3) Behavior Change Activity Planning; and 4)

Youth Development (Schedule). This would be an excellent opportunity for counterparts to share

their expertise and help explain local cultural norms, yet volunteers attend global sessions

without counterparts—in fact there are no counterpart-only sessions throughout IST.

Counterparts are key to a volunteer’s service. I have been told many times that a volunteer’s

effectiveness is only as good as their relationship with their counterpart. Since counterparts play

such an integral role, they should be present while volunteers contemplate on strategies to

become more emotionally mature and inclusive and should be encouraged to contemplate

together. Global sessions could be a space for both counterparts and volunteers to reflect on their

coping strategies toward cultural differences by practicing rhetorical listening (Ratcliffe), which

creates a space through productive and generative discourse to combat our strong voices and

weak ears. Guided by our listening ears, rhetorical listening used during sessions that cover

coping strategies, intercultural effectiveness, and changing behavior could accomplish two things

for the personal and working relationships between counterparts and volunteers: 1) facilitate

more acceptance of differences, and 2) address their own insecurities and inabilities to have

others accept their differences.
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Concurrent Sessions on Best Practices

Concurrent sessions are small 6-12 people sessions about successful projects counterparts

and volunteers have done in their village. Personally, these sessions are the most useful sessions

because they are held in smaller groups, pertain directly to our work, and counterparts have a

strong voice during the sessions. One of the big concepts we learned during PST, which occurred

for the first two months of our 27 month service, was Participatory Analysis for Community

Action (PACA). PACA is an approach to gather information about a community so that, together

with a counterpart, volunteers could see what projects are most needed. PACA is a development

approach that analyzes a community’s needs by “extracting information” from community

members, which would hopefully result in a collaborative project (PACA). PACA positions

volunteers to rely on their community expertise, rather than coming into the village with a

preconceived agenda. Like already stated, a volunteer’s service is only as good as their

counterpart relationships. While I do not find substantial issues with these sessions, there is a

large emphasis on immediate results and doing before reflecting. The cover letter and resume

workshop that I described at the beginning of Chapter 1 is just one example of a community

project that is responsive to community needs and is community funded; however, the delivery

could have been better. Community projects can be difficult to develop due to a lack of

transparency about expectations and outcomes. Febri mostly relied on my expertise to initiate

and implement community projects and helped out only when asked. While that is clearly an

issue of community buy-in, explicit training on development would have helped us understand

that community projects require that we rely on each other’s skills and expertise and that we

needed to negotiate that.
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Administering Reciprocity Informs Training Reciprocity

The emotional labor that counterparts have to take on while being expected to engage in

meaning making is extensive, especially when IST centers US values. The labor counterparts

must undergo is better spent understanding the concepts and planning with their volunteers on

how to incorporate back in the village. Too much time was spent on content and generating

results, but I argue that we needed to spend more time on engaging the difficulty and discomfort

of merging two potentially conflicting ideologies into the English classroom and surrounding

community. Febri had a very difficult time during IST because he said it was too noisy. In

Indonesian, noisy could refer to sound, crowds, or a feeling from being mentally overwhelmed. I

asked for one-on-one time between Febri and Peace Corps staff, which greatly improved his

mood. I can only imagine other counterparts with similar experiences who did not reach out to

their volunteers because of pride or shyness. What did their working relationship end up looking

like? Volunteer organizations like the Peace Corps need to incorporate the values of their

constituents, including both counterparts and volunteers. Otherwise, consequences like the one

with my counterpart may occur more frequently, and cultural differences may prevent them from

speaking out about their discomfort. Instead of hiding our discomfort, we need to engage it. The

Peace Corps has an obligation to its constituents to “examine and re-examine” the ways in which

they train counterparts and volunteers (Thomson-Bunn par. 18). The purpose of this chapter was

to provide grassroots feedback for top-down leadership action to “create a more egalitarian space

where they can all mutually negotiate their norms for intelligibility and communication”

(Canagarajah 170). Overall, translanguaging IST for linguistic social justice means creating more

space for negotiating social norms and expectations between counterparts and volunteers.
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Meaningful Changes to IST Framing Practices and Sessions

To cultivate productive engagement for counterparts in IST framing practices, brief

discussions between Peace Corps staff and counterparts would be helpful. These brief

discussions could cover the expectations regarding timing, volunteer’s role, group sizes, and

hierarchical relationships. Counterparts are already given instructions for the time they attend

IST and are reminded by their volunteers; however, private sessions with Peace Corps

staff—spoken entirely in Indonesian—could make counterparts comfortable voicing their

concerns and hearing other counterparts’ solutions to these framing issues.

To cultivate productive engagement for counterparts during IST sessions, the

instructional design of the sessions could be improved. There could be anonymous or digital

means of gaining participation from counterparts. As already stated, sessions that are more

sensitive in nature could be privately facilitated by Peace Corps staff to help counterparts feel

more comfortable voicing their concerns.

Administration to Training

As we move through the administration domain, I want to discuss how administering

reciprocity informs training reciprocity. The following section demonstrates how accountability

guides the transition to training reciprocity and the potential implications on training

practitioners.

The administration domain focused on creating systemic change in the way we frame

community engagement for constituents. That change is conducted through the collaboration

between grassroots and top-down leadership (Kezar). This chapter focused solely on modeling

grassroots feedback for top-down leadership and was limited by not following up with Peace

Corps leadership to enact my recommendations for modifying IST. However, I hope that
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modeling my recommendations from a grassroots perspective could help other

community-engaged practitioners rely on community expertise and perspectives to improve their

community-engaged organizations.

Figure 3: Administration to Training Domains

Accountability as Mid-Step

Accountability framed by relational epistemology and emergent strategy as described in

Chapter 1 challenges the ways we conduct community engagement by offering a necessary

mid-step that links administration with training. With a focus on validating diverse perspectives

and moving at the speed of trust, accountability looks like counterparts and volunteers heading

back to their villages after IST and continuing the conversations initiated at the training session.

Accountability looks like counterparts and volunteers engaging with the difficulty and

discomfort of the “noisiness” of IST and negotiating strategies that will make everyone

comfortable with how to proceed with the rest of the volunteer’s time in the village. Chapter 1
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describes that all three domains of Reciprocity Across Communities—administration, training,

and teaching—use reciprocity as a threshold concept, practice, and product. To accomplish that, I

argue that we need to actively employ accountability in between domains. The way

accountability is nurtured and maintained may determine the success of training reciprocity.
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CHAPTER 3:

TRAINING RECIPROCITY: COMPOSING COMICS IN COMMUNITY WRITING

TEACHING PARTNERSHIPS

Part of this chapter was published in the Journal of Multimodal Rhetorics Vol. 5, No. 1 and

co-written by Maxwell Irving (Tucson High Magnet School, Tucson, AZ)

http://journalofmultimodalrhetorics.com/5-1-issue-iglesias-and-irving
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Comic 3: “Moments of Hilari-Tea”

Panel 1: The tea bag is nervous being surrounded by the coffee cups.

Panel 2: The tea bag tries to show how tough it is to the coffee cups.

Panel 3: The coffee cups laugh at the tea bag’s attempt to be tough.

Panel 4: The tea bag is sad with a rain cloud over its head, and meets a water kettle.

Panel 5: The tea bag and water kettle are excited to meet each other.

Panel 6: The tea bag is steeping in a cup of hot water.
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After spending three months in Peace Corps language, cultural, and Teaching English as

a Foreign Language (TEFL) training, I was assigned to my permanent site in Kediri, East Java.

The first week in Kediri I met a one-eyed cat named Nyang Nyang. He always came to the house

for rice and dried fish, and I enjoyed watching him eat. The cats in the training village I stayed in

for two months prior to moving to Kediri were kind and curious, so I assumed Nyang Nyang

would be the same. One day, as I was petting Nyang Nyang after his daily meal of rice and dried

fish, he bit my finger. I thought that cat bite would be a bad omen for the next two years. I did

not worry too much about it because Nyang Nyang looked healthy, but I told the Peace Corps

staff anyway. Because Nyang Nyang was a stray cat, Peace Corps ordered me to get

post-exposure rabies shots in the East Java capital the next day. Knowing very little about the

transportation in my new village and being miles away from the closest volunteer, I struggled

understanding my way to the capital. I asked the English teachers at my middle school for advice

on taking the bus; instead, they decided to drive me, and we made a day trip out of it. Since it

was my first official week at my permanent site, I did not really know these teachers that well.

They were all men, and I knew it was slightly culturally inappropriate for a woman to be alone

with only men, but they assured me it was okay and even offered to cancel if I was

uncomfortable. On the three hour drive up to Surabaya, we bonded over Indonesian music,

debated what was considered correct English (I am a firm advocate for global Englishes with

each region culturally infusing their English; thus making it correct for them), talked about US

culture, and even planned class lessons together. I took them to Starbucks at the Surabaya mall

(they hated it because the coffee was bad and overpriced), and they even let me smoke a cigarette

with them after lunch (at least in my region, it is incredibly inappropriate for a woman to smoke

in public). We totaled eight hours of bonding and rapport building that ended up leading to very
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healthy working relationships for the next two years, and I owe it all to that one-eyed cat, Nyang

Nyang.

The corresponding comic at the beginning of this chapter speaks to finding the right fit

when it comes to people’s authentic identities. “Moments of Hilari-Tea” tells the story of a tea

bag finding inner strength and fulfillment after encountering the water kettle. Their connection

brings out their inner strengths that other interactions failed to do. This connection speaks to my

day with the English teachers. By opening up and allowing each of us to be ourselves in

potentially contentious environments, we engaged in meaningful interaction. Reflecting on this

embodiment of accepting and allowing differences in order to achieve collective goals was an

important part of my training to become a Peace Corps volunteer. By drawing the comic at the

beginning of this chapter, I was able to see how fit between partners or counterparts can be

cultivated and replicated in different settings.

This chapter is dedicated to the generative potential of rapport building and the efforts

that can make collaborative relationships reciprocal relationships. All my dissertation chapters

are inherently collaborative because of the nature of community engagement and my dedication

to establishing reciprocal working relationships with constituents. I cannot create knowledge

with and about my local communities without including the voices and expertise of my

community partners (Shah), and this chapter is no exception. I will feature my community

writing partnership with a high school teacher, Maxwell Irving (Max)—whom I have known for

a year prior to our community writing partnership—and the multimodal reflection practices

through comics that we engaged in to strengthen our co-teaching, co-planning, and co-assessing

roles in a community writing partnership. I was grateful that Max also shared an interest in
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comics—although his interest was analyzing and reading comics, not necessarily composing

them.

For the remainder of this chapter, I use we to signify the collaborative knowledge-making

process I cultivated with Max through comics, and to represent his voice and expertise in this

nearly two-year long project. Additionally, the we is meant to represent the depth of our high

school-university partnership, originated when we met as students in the Southern Arizona

Writing Project (SAWP) in Summer 2018, strengthened by the friendship we continued after

SAWP, and reinforced by our mutual interests and ease working together professionally.

Our decision to compose comics—between a college composition instructor and a high

school mythology teacher—came from a mutual interest in the potential communicative nature

of comics, both in reading and composing, and we decided to use comics as a way to: 1) mimic

our students’ understanding of composing collaborative comics, 2) dive deeper into our teaching

partnership through a different medium to become better for each other, and 3) to experiment

with the comics medium in order to teach it more effectively the next year. When we dove into

the iconography of drawing the situations that uplifted and stymied our partnership development,

we started to see the potential of using multimodal reflection to strengthen our

community-university partnership. Although our student interactions were a success, there were

some nuances about the planning and teaching partnership between us instructors that we had not

explored before deciding to reflect with comics. There were still issues regarding power

dynamics, institutional passing, and emotional labor, for example, that we were too timid to talk

about in person. Therefore, our co-constructed comics offered a space to examine these issues

without pointing to our weaknesses and discuss them in a generous and non confrontational way.

By engaging in that multimodal space, we became more effective community-university partners
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for each other, our students, and future collaborations. This chapter demonstrates how rapport

building through multimodal reflection contributes to reciprocal community-university

partnerships. By reflecting on the extensive labor and communication issues inherent in

collaborative partnerships through composing comics, we demonstrated the intricate process of

composing reciprocity.

Training Reciprocity

As one of the domains in Reciprocity Across Communities, training reciprocity builds

upon administering reciprocity to emphasize the struggles and benefits of key relational practices

that contribute to strong community partnerships. While administering reciprocity assists in the

design through framing and structuring fruitful interactions in community partnerships, training

reciprocity demonstrates how we reap the benefits from that design, paying attention to what

occurs in those interactions and troubleshooting the tensions inherent in community engagement.

In the following section, we explain how multimodal reflection informs the training reciprocity

domain through composing reciprocity.

Rapport Building through Multimodal Reflection

We characterize our co-constructed comics as a form of multimodal reflection. To break

it down, we will explain 1) how our co-constructed comics are a form of reflection and feedback

mechanism to build rapport, and 2) how this form of rapport building is multimodal reflection.

Research on reflection in community engagement places the onus of being critical on the

students (Prebel; Scott). Instead, we argue that practitioner reflection is a meaningful approach

that keeps practitioners accountable to each other. We take that a step further by composing

comics as a form of reflection. The juxtaposition of writing in journals and composing comics

represents varying insights. Journal writing may be full of streams of consciousness,
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grammatically incorrect expressions of emotions. Comics, however, are structured. Through

rounds of peer review and reflection, we discovered things about ourselves only accomplished

through these comics.

This form of rapport building and troubleshooting behavioral issues within our high

school-community partnership was facilitated through multimodal reflection. As Cedillo &

Elston explain, “multimodal practices not only facilitate communication; they also transmit

values and traditions” (7). Additionally, multimodal practices respond to the call for “alternative

methods of voicing participants’ stories that may be better suited to the experiences and needs”

of marginalized groups (McNicol 237). Comics as multimodal reflection are composed through

creative, distilled synthesis. The play with multimodality influences the ability “to make and

negotiate meaning” (Shipka 251). Limited by the number of panels, the white space, and the

icons (McCloud), composing comics enhances reflection practices because it encourages

composers to slow down and “consider the power of their rhetorical productions” (Sealey-Morris

48). Each panel serves as an intentional point in the narrative, and the rhetorical power of

distilling whole experiences into comic panels is a product of rhetorical reflection. As we reflect

by composing comics, we construct our community-university partnership identities and “shape

[our] own realities” with regards to what we envision reciprocal partnerships to look like

(Thomson 54). With each panel, we actively compose ourselves to be more effective

practitioners. Coupling the reflective power of composing comics (Bahl; Sealey-Morris;

Thomson) and the overwhelming need for effective practitioner reflection practices, we compose

reciprocity by composing comics, and become more informed partners for each other. Our

process of multimodal reflection helped us become stronger community-university partners by

uncovering our deeper truths and the values that inform them. This form of reflection is
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necessary, in particular, due to the myriad tensions inherent in community-university

partnerships, specifically tensions that occurred in our partnership: power dynamics, institutional

passing, and emotional labor.

Research Question

This chapter showcases training reciprocity through multimodal reflection. This research

is guided by the following question: How do collaborative comics promote “participatory

knowledge construction” (McNicol 236) and assist community writing partners to negotiate their

positionalities and identities to achieve reciprocity?

A Wildcat Writers Partnership

Before introducing the process of composing our rhetorical comics, we should explain

our current community-university partnership. We are Wildcat Writers partners, a community

writing program out of the Department of English at the University of Arizona. Wildcat Writers

pairs university writing composition classrooms with Title I Southern Arizona high school

classrooms. Together, we co-designed a curriculum that partners Max’s high school students and

Charisse’s university students for a collaborative project. Our students worked together to

explore the visual rhetoric of comics, and to co-construct original comics about a learning

experience they had in the past. We had three student interactions:

1. High School Comics Workshop

2. High School Online Peer Review

3. University Gallery Walk

The first student interaction—High School Comics Workshop—consisted of the

university class synthesizing two chapters of Scott McCloud’s Understanding Comics into an

interactive presentation about iconography. The interactive presentation was facilitated by
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university students to high school students. The second student interaction—High School Online

Peer Review—consisted of high school students taking what they had learned from the comics

workshop and applying that knowledge of iconography and panel to panel transitions (McCloud)

to a peer review of original comics drawn by university students. University students revised

their comics based on the high school students’ feedback in preparation for the university gallery

walk. The third and last event—University Gallery Walk—was the culmination of the

collaborative efforts of the past semester and consisted of high school students coming to the

university to view and comment on the final products of the university students’ original comics.

Both students asked each other questions about the comic drawing and revision processes.

We planned this collaboration six months before the first student interaction. Sharing

every thought and resource in a shared Google document kept us accountable and prepared for

the coming semester. Despite some issues with the student interactions—explained through

comics below—we had a fairly successful semester where students relied on each other,

exchanged insight on comics, and created something outside of their classroom. Considering the

success of the student partnership, we decided to reflect on our own planning and teaching

partnership using comics. We chose to reflect with comics after the three main student

interactions to grow closer as community-university partners, own up to our partnership

strengths and weaknesses, and strengthen our collaborative give and take.

Insider-Outsider Roles as Assets

Our marginalized identities as insiders and outsiders of our respective communities

(Collins) have greatly influenced the way we approach this reflection. Looking specifically at

power dynamics between a university instructor and a high school teacher, Charisse (university

instructor) is an:
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● Insider to university life

● Outsider to public education

● Insider to community-university partnerships (main research specialization)

Looking at Max’s (high school teacher) insider and outsider roles, Max is an:

● Outsider to university life

● Insider to public education

● Outsider to community-university partnerships and Wildcat Writers

Additionally, we are both outsiders to teaching visual rhetorics of comics, making the partnership

interesting. We contribute in different ways: Max with pedagogy and experience, Charisse with

resources and research.

Furthermore, we have confronted the concept of institutional passing (Ahmed). Max

expressed feelings for not passing in the university space, describing “availability of comfort for

some bodies may depend on the labor of others, and the burden of concealment” (Ahmed 123).

The labor Max describes speaks to the invisible and extensive emotional labor that

community-university practitioners experience when their institutions do not validate their

efforts (Correia et al.). While Wildcat Writers is grounded in the community-university

partnership, it is still very entrenched in the university. All the professional development events

are held at the university and the executive board is structured to consist mostly of university

partners. Due to the heavy emphasis on the university, Max is more of an outsider in this

partnership than Charisse. Therefore, Max harbors a larger burden—and thus performs the

necessary invisible and emotional labor—to embody norms of the university. Due to Max’s

unique positionality as in the community, his insights into our partnership are an “asset for

community engagement” (Shah 25), reinforcing our decision to co-author this chapter. To
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confront issues in the partnership, both our voices serve as validated and recognized assets in its

development.

Community-University Partnership Comics

We present a series of comics that illustrate our collaborative analysis of communicative

and curricular intentions. We indulge in the genre conventions of comics to disclose our strengths

and weaknesses, and reveal how we overcame conflicts through hospitable, fruitful reflection.

Moreover, we use both written and comic narrative to demonstrate the complementary,

explanatory, and reinforcing effects of multimodal reflection on composing reciprocity. We

agreed on the following five restrictions to streamline the composing process:

1. Use only six panels per comic strip that are all the same size to focus more on content

than form.

2. Draw animals or inanimate objects to increase universality (McCloud). Anyone can

associate with an animal or an inanimate object because it does not look like any kind of

person, thus reflecting many perspectives.

3. Use no color to, again, focus more on content than design.

4. Use a limited amount of words to avoid relying on words to move the story forward.

Rather, we could rely on other icons (McCloud) to move the story forward.

5. Keep the comics simple to demonstrate that anyone can co-create meaning.

Noting the stated restrictions, we decided that each comic would address one communication

conflict that occurred in our partnership, and discussed what iconography would be most

appropriate to represent each other and the conflict. Charisse served as the primary artist with

first and revised drafts. Max served as the primary reviewer, explaining how the iconography

could be revised to best represent us. By structuring the composing process this way, we relied
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on each other for our respective expertise. After a round of peer review and revision, we

discussed the conflict more in depth, highlighting the concepts that may have caused the conflict

in the first place (i.e., savior complex, ivory tower intimidation, lack of resources, cultural

differences, etc.). Afterward, we planned to avoid similar situations in the future. This process is

an example of composing reciprocity through multimodal reflection. Using the definition of

reciprocity provided in Dostilio et al., we exchanged ideas of what could be improved in our

community-university partnership. Charisse’s initial drawing of the comics influenced how Max

peer reviewed, and Max’s feedback influenced how Charisse revised. Together, we generated a

nuanced perspective of our partnership, ultimately refining how we work together. We intended

to represent a collaborative meaning making process that benefits us both. The following five

comics represent some of the conflicts we encountered. Below each comic, we provide narrative

commentary and demonstrate how each comic composes reciprocity. While the relational

practices outlined in these collaborative comics do not necessarily occur in the Reciprocity

Across Communities model, they do inform how training reciprocity serves as the domain for

skills development.
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Comic 4: “Implementation Methods Misaligned”

Panel 1: The rake and leaf blower encounter a mess of leaves and hope to clean it.

Panel 2: The rake gathers the leaves in a pile.

Panel 3: The leaf blower blows the rake’s pile of leaves.

Panel 4: The rake says, “STOP!” to the leaf blower.

Panel 5: The rake and leaf blower look at the mess they have made.

Panel 6: The partnership leads to all the leaves in one pile.

Charisse: My goal for this set of comics is to be relatable to both you and me, both university

and community (high school) partner. So we are both the rake and the leaf blower, but at

different times. This particular comic is a comment on our peer review fiasco, and communicates
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the following theme: we identified authentic needs of our respective people, but the

implementation was not aligned. I know the peer review was not really a fiasco, but the comic is

supposed to communicate the varying power dynamics/assumptions we had with the peer review.

An initial interpretation is the leaf blower (me) has the "ivory tower-more education" role and

assumes she covered a discussion of constructive v. destructive feedback, but did not. A

secondary interpretation is the leaf blower (you) assumes his students knows how to peer review

(the way I expect) without explicit instruction. Then there is also the offensive remarks and

reaction of our students to bring it full circle. Like I said, I like that both of us could relate to

both characters. Drawing the comic after the event reinforces our collaborative problem solving

to avoid future occurrences.

Max: After reading your commentary, the comic makes complete sense. Initially, I thought I was

being implicated as a kind of bludgeon in our relationship and took a defensive stance. This is

precisely, however, the result of my own issues with the academy and, ultimately, I was

perceiving you as the leaf blower. It is very reassuring that you acknowledged how part of the

impasse was the ivory tower vs. the mean streets aspects of our relative positions in education.

From a rhetorical standpoint, your panels and iconography are smooth and aptly clever. Instead

of us “competing” to fulfill each others’ roles and inadvertently creating an uneven power

dynamic, we should seek to complement and enhance each others’ skills and success in our

respective domains. Furthermore, we should not presume that we know each other's perspectives

and how we work with our students, but, rather, develop clear procedures based on our initial

experiences with the peer review.

This comic is titled, “Implementation Methods Misaligned” in response to the High

School Online Peer Review in which the high school students reviewed the university students’
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original comics. As explained in the narrative commentary, we agreed on an online peer review,

but no expectation of how to conduct it was stated clearly. As a result, some high school students

were more harsh than the university students expected. This resulted in a conflict where

university students described high school students as disrespectful, and high school students

described university students as too soft. “Implementation Methods Misaligned” is an example of

composing reciprocity because we exchanged knowledge: Charisse drew the initial and revised

comic, and Max offered feedback on how to improve the iconography to best reflect our

partnership; we influenced the construction of the revised comic by reflecting on how our

respective students felt about the interaction; and we generated lively and productive discussion

on the strengths and weaknesses of the partnership, which enabled us to plan proactively to avoid

tricky interactions in the future.
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Comic 5: “Scrambling to Get the ‘Right’ Resources”

Panel 1: The food processor hopes to win first place in the burger making contest.

Panel 2: The food processor reads a burger recipe from a recipe book.

Panel 3: The food processor panics because the ingredients in the pantry do not match the

ingredients in the burger recipe.

Panel 4: The food processor runs out of time and includes all the ingredients available.

Panel 5: The food processor is nervous to see how its burger recipe turns out.

Panel 6: The food processor is sad because its burger blew up during the judging.

Charisse: This comic represents a scrambling to gather the "right" or appropriate resources

before starting and during the semester. Even though I have taught comics in past semesters, I

always feel unprepared. I was rushing to find the best YouTube tutorials on visual rhetoric,
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rushing to teach both comics and public speaking skills for the comics workshop in your

classroom, etc. And I think this applies to you, too, especially as a public school teacher.

Obviously, this is not to mean our partnership or teaching abilities are terrible. It is more of a

comment on the invisible labor we take on and the training and institutional support we do not

receive to experiment with different pedagogical strategies.

Max: The iconography and panel transitions were easy to follow in this comic. I think that this is

a great illustration of how careful plans often have unintended, if not "explosive" results. We

tried to think of everything, but some things, like taking for granted that my high school students

would be positive with your students in initial phases of the partnership, which lead to some

uproar from the college kids. Also, even though everything went according to plan for the most

part after that, I was way more stressed and anxious about the partnership and field trip than

was appropriate. Ultimately, although last semester was chaotic, in the end things worked out

and our collaboration was natural and easy.

This comic, “Scrambling to Get the ‘Right’ Resources” reacts to the invisible and

emotional labor we took on to plan the most appropriate joint curriculum. We were fairly new to

working with communities outside our schools, which heightened the anxiety we felt before and

throughout the semester. “Scrambling to Get the ‘Right’ Resources” is an example of composing

reciprocity because we exchanged teaching resources on visual rhetoric including books, PDFs,

YouTube videos, and sample comics; we influenced each other’s pedagogical practices by being

counterweights to each other—for example, Charisse tends to be more meticulous, and Max

tends to take a more relaxed stance—meaning we balanced each other’s strengths and

weaknesses by offering advice and quelling fears; and we generated an engaging visual rhetoric

unit to use again.
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Comic 6: “Miscommunication”

Panel 1: A letter is being sent to someone.

Panel 2: The letter is struck by lightning.

Panel 3: Only half of the letter reached the processing center.

Panel 4: The processor struggles to process the half message and supplements the incomplete

message with another message.

Panel 5: The processor works hard to complete the message.

Panel 6: The result of the incomplete message processing is a fish-dog-chicken.

Charisse: It is about miscommunication. Funnily enough, this was the easiest to draw, probably

because I have visualized similarly disastrous results of my miscommunications. Thankfully we

vibe well to get over our miscommunication fairly quickly. The message gets cut off from some
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factor, either through language or external factors or misremembering. And the result is some

disaster.

Max: Important aspects of our communication sometimes slip through the cracks. It seems like a

kind of act of god in your comic (the lightning striking the letter), but it is me, for example,

confusing the letter with “junk mail” and mistakenly ignoring or misremembering the

communication. The coolest thing about this comic is that it results in the dogfish, which is

alarmingly cute and friendly. For me, this represents the oddly functional situation that was born

from the miscommunication, how the field trip and student interactions, in the end, gave birth to

something that was unique and, oddly, fun (I hope you feel the same).

“Miscommunication” explains our interactions after the High School Online Peer

Review. We handled the reactions of our students poorly and blamed each other. We recovered

quickly, thankfully, but that reaction after the incident could have been a negative turning point.

“Miscommunication” is an example of composing reciprocity because we exchanged words of

blame; we influenced the way we recovered from the incident by remembering why we partnered

in the first place: we had a solid rapport and many shared interests; and we generated a solution

to fix the peer review problem for the next semester.
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Comic 7: “Expertise Assumptions”

Panel 1: The milk and cookie are in awe of each other.

Panel 2: The milk thinks of all the benefits that chocolate has, and the cookie thinks of all the

benefits that milk has.

Panel 3: The milk and cookie encounter a problem.

Panel 4: The milk and cookie power up together to face the problem.

Panel 5: The milk and cookie use their joint powers to destroy the problem.

Panel 6: The milk and cookie are happy they helped each other.

Charisse: It represents assumptions about expertise. We both have assumptions about each other

regarding our positions and age and whatnot. Assumptions about visual rhetoric expertise and

behavior management expertise. While we may think the other can do a better job at some task,
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together we work really well together to solve problems. Also, there was a discomfort about not

wanting to step on each other’s toes because we know better. For example, not only do you not

assign a lot of writing in your mythology class, you also do not talk about the mechanics of

writing (i.e., peer review, revision, drafting, etc.). That posed a challenge to our partnership

regarding my obligation to remind you to teach your students about core writing concepts so our

classes could collaborate successfully.

Max: This is my favorite comic because it illustrates our (successful?) partnership. The monster

represents the perceived enormity of our task: to bring our populations together subjectively and

physically in order to benefit the community. Interestingly, our ability to work together is the

result of the implicit understanding between us—as we puzzle over what we each are able to do

and make an effort to retain confidence in one another, when faced with the ultimate challenge,

we automatically knew what to do.

“Expertise Assumptions” explores our initial perceptions of each other. The assumptions

made about Max as a high school teacher were his supposed expertise in behavior management,

curriculum design, and time management. The assumptions made about Charisse were her comic

artistry, institutional resources, and visual rhetoric knowledge. “Expertise Assumptions” is an

example of composing reciprocity because we exchanged teaching strategies and resources on

comics; we influenced how each of us perceived the other’s profession; and we generated a

protocol to avoid making assumptions about each other’s work.
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Comic 8: “Knowledge Exchange”

Panel 1: The right puzzle helps complete the left puzzle with a missing puzzle piece.

Panel 2: The left puzzle is appreciative so tries to force a circle piece into the right puzzle.

Panel 3: A close up of the right puzzle shows the circle piece is not the right fit.

Panel 4: The left puzzle sees the right puzzle in distress and has an idea.

Panel 5: The left puzzle offers magnifying glasses to the right puzzle.

Panel 6: The right and left puzzle use the magnifying glasses to search for the right puzzle’s

missing piece together.

Charisse: It is about not being prepared for a knowledge exchange. For example, you might

solve a problem I have about behavior management. Then I try to solve one of your problems

about...attendance or whatever. But you do not like the solution. It just does not fit with your
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classroom demographic or your teaching style. So instead, we opt to find a solution together,

something we can find together.

Max: Am I correct that as we try to supply each other with solutions we make presumptions

about each other’s situations that miss the mark—we need to stop and pay closer attention to the

basic differences between our relative academic situations, audiences, and knowledge we bring

to the table? Are magnifying glasses we use in the end indicative of how we ultimately stopped,

acknowledged the problems, and paid closer attention to what we were doing, especially when it

came to the differences between our students?

“Knowledge Exchange” delves into the confusion of teaching each other’s students. Max

is a trained high school teacher at a Title I school, and Charisse is a fairly new graduate teaching

instructor to mostly white, middle class students. We offered resources to each other, but the

implementation of teaching those resources differed based on the learning demographic.

“Knowledge Exchange” is an example of composing reciprocity because we exchanged

knowledge on how our student demographics differed; we influenced our perceptions of those

student demographics through stories and class observations; and we generated a protocol for

ensuring collaborative lesson plans met the needs of each student group and our teaching styles.

Composing Comics as Rhetorical Acts of Composing Reciprocity

Our comics composing was rhetorical on two levels. On the first level, the comics are a

form of rhetorical meaning making. The restrictions we imposed on our drawing and revising

processes forced us to reflect on our strengths and weaknesses in only six panels. We condensed

the narrative of our experiences using the rhetoric of icons by distilling entire experiences and

prioritized what was most important to convey. Despite being limited in space, the panel

limitation encouraged us to be resourceful with our available tools.
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On the second level, our comics are rhetorical because we composed reciprocity. We critiqued

the comics over our partnership. That gracious shift repositioned the focus from ourselves to the

comics, and we were constructive toward the work rather than destructive to our personal

weaknesses. Dostilio et al. outlines exchange, influence, and generativity as three orientations

into reciprocity. Through each comic draft, review, and revision, we accessed those orientations

to achieve reciprocity. We showed the intricacies behind composing reciprocity through

multimodal reflection so other practitioners could take on the labor necessary and compose

reciprocity in their own partnerships. Moreover, Max expressed a deeper connection to

Charisse’s perspective of the partnership after viewing initial comic drafts due to the comic

representing a carefully thought out reaction of the partnership. Max learned more about

Charisse from reviewing the initial comic drafts than if he had reviewed Charisse’s written

reflections. After viewing the final revisions, we dissociated from critiquing the comics and

connected the conflict in the comics to our real life experiences. This resulted in bringing us

closer as partners, and discovering how our values align for future collaborations. Multimodal

reflection is rhetorical on several levels, and accessing those levels could prove fruitful to

understanding how reciprocity is achieved.

Training Reciprocity Informs Teaching Reciprocity

Multimodal reflection practices could be used in different spaces and with different

partners the same way partners reflect using writing. Composing comics is not for everyone, but

we chose comics due to our similar interests and our collaborative student projects. We teach our

students how to navigate multimodal genres in response to their multiple intelligences,

“difference and communicative diversity,” and to a growing technological age (Shipka 256).

Consequently, it is equally important for teachers and practitioners to play with different genres
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as well. By working outside of our comfort zones and redefining how we approach reflection, we

became better researchers and practitioners. We became more critical, engaged, and resourceful.

The purpose of this chapter was to demonstrate how our comics were rhetorical acts of

composing reciprocity—calling for “linguistic codes to combine, often unexpectedly and in a

single composition, to fulfill rhetorical purposes”—and to promote means of reflection beyond

written reflection (Jordan 365). Additionally, we aimed to develop more accounts of instructors

as they “learn and develop as teachers” (Leon 39). By developing successful accounts of

practitioners composing reciprocity through multimodal reflection, we shed light on the efforts

that reciprocity requires. We hope these accounts inspire institutions to support the labor of

cultivating reciprocal community-university partnerships through evaluations, funding, and

resources. Our goal is to continue creating knowledge with community and university partners to

further de-center traditional means of meaning making, and to further bridge the community and

university. The remainder of this chapter will shift from we to I to connect the chapter to the

overall dissertation.

Training to Teaching

Similar to administering reciprocity, training reciprocity focuses on improving our

interactions with community partners that considers framing, power dynamics, and the roles we

take for one another. What distinguishes training reciprocity from the other two domains is the

active practice of engaging difficulty and discomfort whereas administering and teaching

reciprocity focus more on infrastructural modifications to promote engaging difficulty and

discomfort. The following section discusses how accountability guides the transition from

training reciprocity to teaching reciprocity.
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Figure 4: Training to Teaching Domains

Accountability framed by Victor et al.’s relational epistemology and brown’s emergent

strategy challenges the ways we conduct community engagement by offering a necessary

mid-step that links training with teaching. With a focus on validating diverse perspectives and

moving at the speed of trust, accountability looks like Max and I consistently reflecting on our

Wildcat Writers field trips. Accountability looks like debriefing on how our co-teaching dynamic

influences the way our students behave with each other, or it may look like being more

transparent about our expectations and goals. Listening, collaborative storytelling, and

intentional communication are necessary aspects of performing accountability.

The next chapter describes the third—but not last—domain in the Reciprocity Across

Communities model: teaching reciprocity. It is important to note that while teaching reciprocity

is featured last in this dissertation, reciprocity does not stop at teaching, but instead informs

administering reciprocity through accountability and continues the cycle. Reciprocity Across

Communities takes an infrastructural approach to changing the way we work with communities

by centering reciprocity and the rich knowledge-making experiences we gain through

interactions with our community partners.
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CHAPTER 4:

TEACHING RECIPROCITY: INFRASTRUCTURAL LAYERS IN A TECHNICAL AND

PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION COMMUNITY WRITING COURSE
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Comic 9: “Getting in Shape”

Panel 1: Triangle attempts to fit through a hoop hanging from the ceiling, and hopes to land on a

safety net on the other side of the hoop held by little hoops.

Panel 2: Triangle does not fit through the hoop hanging from the ceiling and crashes.

Panel 3: Triangle is sad looking at the rectangle going through the hoop. The little hoops cheer.

Panel 4: Triangle uses a saw to cut itself into a rectangular shape to fit through the hoop.

Panel 5: The disfigured triangle successfully fits through the hoop.

Panel 6: The disfigured triangle rejoices on the safety net and enjoys the little hoops cheering.
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We were told that the first year of Peace Corps should be spent developing relationships

and networking, and the second year of Peace Corps should be spent capitalizing on those

relationships to promote community-based educational initiatives. Due to the prestige of being a

US American, I did not have any trouble getting people to have coffee with me and talk about

US culture. I could walk into any coffee shop, sit at any table, and make a friend. People were

just attracted to my citizenship, and I was never alone. The more difficult—yet rewarding—part

of the Peace Corps service was organizing people to enact community need-identified projects.

Since many Indonesians were more attracted to my citizenship than capacity to build community

projects, I struggled sustaining meaningful connections. Thankfully, I found my circle of

like-minded people with university students and young professionals. Many of the younger

Indonesian people I talked to wanted to work in surrounding countries like Singapore, Malaysia,

and New Zealand. They wanted to learn about different cultures, studying abroad, and various

human rights issues.

There is a village named Pare fifteen miles from my village in East Java that is dedicated

to language instruction with English as the predominant language taught there. Pare is home to

wonderful language schools with students from all over Southeast Asia and teachers from all

over the world. Pare is a diverse village with plentiful restaurants, coffee shops, and meeting

spaces for people to learn languages together. In my Pare explorations, my Indonesian friend

introduced me to her friend who directed a large English language school named PEACE. At the

time none of the classrooms had air conditioning. Students sat on the floor and the desks slid

over their legs as they participated in the English lessons. My Indonesian friend met me and my

fellow Peace Corps volunteer friend at the PEACE office. It was a 30 kilometer bike ride to the

PEACE office from our village at the heart of Kediri City. Despite sweating profusely from the
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bike ride, we met the PEACE director over coffee in one of their classrooms and I offered some

ideas for how to fulfill the professional needs of his students. After an hour of drinking coffee in

one of his classrooms, we decided to hold three multi-day cross-cultural communication

seminars to meet the needs of the young Indonesians I interact with on a regular basis.

For the first three-day seminar, I had a one-hour session dedicated to studying abroad, so

I recruited a Peace Corps staff member (everyone in the Indonesian Peace Corps office is

Indonesian except the executive team) to recount his journey studying abroad in Australia. I

thought he would be the perfect person to speak on this topic due to his past experience as an

Indonesian university student studying in a Western country. Not only would he be able to speak

about the requirements, testing, culture shock, etc., but he was also a knowledgeable person who

told great stories. I should preface by saying that most of the seminar sessions were facilitated by

Peace Corps volunteers because those specific volunteers had aligned interests and could speak

comfortably about those topics. My intention going into this experience was to give the students

what they needed facilitated by the people who knew how to talk about what they needed.

Unfortunately, the study abroad session facilitated by the informed Indonesian was not a hit. The

participants were upset that the session was not facilitated by a Peace Corps volunteer. I tried

explaining that US Americans may have experience studying abroad, but we would not know the

particulars from an Indonesian perspective. Unfortunately, the participants were still unhappy

despite my explanation. Some tried to leave the study abroad session, and some refused to attend

the sessions afterward. The overall tone I received, especially after that incident, was that

participants were only interested in these sessions because they thought US Americans would be

leading them, rather than being genuinely interested in the scheduled topic. This devastated me
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because there seemed to be a disconnect between needs that were communicated to me and what

participants actually wanted.

The comic “Getting in Shape” at the beginning of this chapter speaks to the experience of

incorrectly catering to the perceived needs of Indonesian college students. “Getting in Shape”

plays on the concept of losing weight and fitting unrealistic social expectations that effectively

benefits neither party. The triangle cannot fit through the hoop and be celebrated by the other

hoops on the other side. In an act of desperation and jealousy, the triangle violently modifies

itself to meet hoop expectations. While, yes, the triangle ends up being supported by the hoop

crowd, what results is neither party getting what they want in authentic ways. Drawing this

comic helped me understand the disconnect between what I wanted to show the Indonesian

college students. What resulted was a group of students who invested their time and labor in a

seminar that did not meet their expectations nor my own.

This chapter is dedicated to meeting the authentic needs of your audience as

communicated through a Technical and Professional Communication (TPC) course on culturally

and linguistically diverse audiences. I build upon the previous chapter on training reciprocity to

showcase how community-engaged practitioners can apply what they have learned from each

other and pass on best practices to students who are engaging with diverse communities. In this

chapter, I recount my experiences teaching the inaugural Writing for Diverse Audiences course

in the new TPC major/minor at my university. As I reflect on the strengths and weaknesses of the

course, I also attempt to demonstrate how teaching reciprocity relies on how we design for target

behavior—building the appropriate infrastructure for teaching others to engage with diverse

communities.
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Teaching Reciprocity

As one of the domains in Reciprocity Across Communities, teaching reciprocity builds

upon training reciprocity to pass down those relationship-building strategies that encourage

productive behavior in community interactions to students/practitioners of community

engagement. While training reciprocity is the active stage of learning how to establish mutually

beneficial community partnerships, teaching reciprocity is providing the frameworks for showing

others how to build and apply those same skills.

Infrastructural Layers

My interest in infrastructures comes from my commitment to understanding systems and

how they are constructed to achieve certain goals. Yet too many of our infrastructures cater to a

default audience of white men—from voice and facial recognition (Bajorek), to city planning

(Pérez), to education curricula, including TPC. I use infrastructure (Frith; Read) to refer to

internal support that enables external growth. When we center the intersectional identities of

non-default audiences, as this chapter will demonstrate, we create opportunities to structure our

systems for the purposes of social and linguistic justice (Baker-Bell) that combat the white

hegemonic monopoly for whom and why we create.

As already stated, I use infrastructure (Frith; Read) to refer to internal support that

enables external growth. According to Read, “infrastructure is not built to be infrastructure; it

only becomes infrastructure when it achieves certain functions for an individual’s or

organization’s work practices” (243). I argue infrastructural layers refer to the necessary

interventions to strengthen the design for an expected behavior. This chapter looks at the

interventions on programmatic and curricular infrastructures in a brand new TPC course. These

interventions are necessary for evolving existing infrastructures. I consider infrastructures for
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writing and design pedagogies and attend to the ways infrastructures can disrupt systemic

injustices. One infrastructural layer displayed in this chapter was making Writing for Diverse

Audiences a core course in the major/minor. Another infrastructural layer that required

intervention was restructuring the training of technical communicators and professional writers.

Specifically, I argue that as the major/minor takes infrastructural strides to address (un)conscious

bias in the content we create by requiring a core course on Writing for Diverse Audiences, the

course also requires infrastructural intervention to further social and linguistic justice. I discuss

and analyze my pedagogical approach to illustrate how I layer course-level infrastructures with

programmatic infrastructures and with community infrastructures through a community writing

partnership.

I conclude by arguing that an intervention of pedagogical strategies that targets the

language, framing, and implementation of community writing through an infrastructure of

reciprocity can change the way students view their community partnerships—a switch from

populations served to collaborative partners. This infrastructural shift supports social and

linguistic justice by combatting the oppressive rhetoric (Agboka) that devalues community

expertise and knowledge-making—changing the way we train technical communicators and

professional writers.

Research Question

This chapter showcases the necessary changes for building the appropriate competencies

for the next generation of technical communicators and professional writers working with

diverse communities. This chapter relies on the overarching question: What infrastructural

interventions grounded in reciprocity help develop the appropriate competencies working with

diverse audiences in technical and professional communication as a field and practice?
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Writing for Diverse Audiences as Core Course

In order to respond to the stated research question, I examine the layers of infrastructure

necessary to improve the way we train technical communicators and professional writers through

programmatic infrastructures and curricular infrastructures.

Programmatic Infrastructures

The University of Arizona developed a new TPC major/minor within the Department of

English, directed by Dr. Ann Shivers-McNair, that went through a soft launch AY 2020-2021.

The TPC major/minor trains technical communicators and professional writers how to create and

curate appropriate content based on audience needs. This means that students need to be aware of

differences in their audiences so they can best create.

One of the major/minor’s core courses is Writing for Diverse Audiences, which I had the

pleasure of teaching in its inaugural launch. Requiring a course such as Writing for Diverse

Audiences is an atypical move for TPC majors/minors in the US based on a convenience sample

of TPC major/minor requirements. From the first twenty hits from a Google search of “Technical

and Professional Communication Majors,” evidence shows that only two out of twenty colleges

and universities in the continental US include courses similar to Writing for Diverse Audiences

as core or elective courses. Unfortunately, those two institutions listed courses similar to Writing

for Diverse Audiences as merely electives, meaning zero institutions in this convenience sample

of twenty institutions of higher education in the US listed a course similar to Writing for Diverse

Audiences as a core course. However, the TPC literature demonstrates fervent calls for

diversifying the way we train technical communicators and professional writers, such as the key

concepts for Writing for Diverse Audiences: cultural responsivity (mindfulness for diverse

cultural values); globalization (making text accessible to diverse cultures) and localization
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(making text accessible to specific audience); intercultural communication (transactional and

contextual communication); and translation (rendering meaning from one language and culture

to another).

This movement, unfortunately, is not reflected in how we actually train technical

communicators and professional writers, as demonstrated from the convenience sample of

twenty TPC major/minor course requirements. Therefore, I illustrate how an infrastructure of

reciprocity in community writing layers with curricular and programmatic infrastructures for

social and linguistic justice in TPC pedagogy. Furthermore, while this TPC major/minor

responds to the trends of the literature, Frith argues that infrastructures will “decay if they are not

maintained” (420). It is important to highlight the moves TPC majors/minors make and to call

out institutions of higher education that fail to be responsive to these trends.

Curricular Infrastructures

Due to the infrastructural intervention of including Writing for Diverse Audiences as a

core course, I argue that the actual course also needs an intervention through a community

writing partnership to achieve objectives outlined in the master syllabus (Appendix A): 1) Learn

and practice methods for understanding and engaging culturally and linguistically diverse

audiences, and 2) Cultivate and participate in feedback-rich environments in and outside of the

classroom.

In my discussion of my pedagogical approach, I describe how I cultivate reciprocity

(Dostilio et al.) in the Writing for Diverse Audiences course, not only as a threshold concept

(Harrison & Clayton) in a community writing partnership with a local high school course to

facilitate intercultural competence assessed through community grading (Shumake & Shah; Yu),

but also as an infrastructure to counter service-learning approaches in TPC that tend to follow a
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“hyperpragmatist ideology” (Scott 289) that supports professional success over interpersonal

competency—valuing corporate partnerships over relationship-driven approaches. There are

limits to entering diverse situations if the tools used in those interactions are rooted in outdated

conceptions that (un)intentionally promote the savior complex (Flaherty), encourage oppressive

rhetoric (Agboka), and are infused with a “charitable viewpoint that ignores the structural

reasons to help others” (Bickford and Reynolds 230). Agboka describes oppressive rhetoric in

the construction of research participants as subjects, which “sets up minority,

disenfranchised/unenfranchised, and oppressed people for dehumanization, exploitation, or even

recolonization” (161). From the initial research design, researchers may implicitly frame their

perceptions of research participants through seeming arbitrary word choice. Agboka argues for a

“broader culture of respect for participants that recognizes historical, economic, and

socio-political conditions that promote injustices and normalize them” (162).

Methods

Our Diverse Audiences

Similar to Chapter 3, this community writing partnership was a Wildcat Writers

partnership with my three-year Wildcat Writers partner, Maxwell (Max) Irving. This high

school-university partnership made content for and graded each other. Due to COVID-19

restrictions, our partnership was completely remote and asynchronous. Unfortunately, students

were unable to connect like typical Wildcat Writers years, so the process of catering content

specifically for our intended audiences was flawed from the beginning. However, both Max and I

tried our best and scaffolded mini assignments to get students in the mindset of creating content

for each other—audiences that neither class had made content for in the past.
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To put these students into perspective, this section will detail the demographic

information that students self-report in the pre-semester and post-semester Qualtrics surveys.

Each year, Wildcat Writers teachers and students fill out the Qualtrics surveys to record the

impact of their partnership and ask questions that range from demographic to how Wildcat

Writers influenced their decision to apply for college. Out of the 39 high school students who

completed the pre and post-semester course surveys, 5 self-identified as Black, 1 as Native

American, 3 as Asian American, 21 as Latinx, and 8 as white. Wildcat Writers is a college

pathway program, so the surveys asked about their family history of completing college: 10

self-reported none of their guardians complete college, 24 had 1 guardian complete college, and

4 had 2 guardians complete college. Additionally, 11 felt unprepared for college writing in the

pre-semester survey and only 5 felt unprepared for college writing in the post-semester survey.

The university class had only 4 students, distorting the representation of typical

University of Arizona writing classes. However, 1 student self-identified as Asian American, 1

as Latinx, and 2 as white. All 4 students self-reported only 1 guardian complete college.

Despite these differences and similarities, both high school and university students self-reported

in the pre-semester survey a desire to practice what they had learned in school to an applied

setting and to contribute to new communities.

Data Collection

To address the research question, data were collected from 5 surveys: 1) Wildcat Writers

Pre-Semester Qualtrics survey, 2) Wildcat Writers Post-Semester Qualtrics survey, 3) High

School Grading of the Technical Video Instructions Google Form, 4) High School Grading of

Identity Comic Narratives Google Form, and 5) University Grading of High School Identity

Comic Narratives Google Form. The data from the Pre- and Post-Semester Qualtrics surveys
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were Wildcat Writers surveys and therefore did not need IRB approval to be included in this

study. The data from the high school-university grading were considered the field trip activity if

the students were to complete the peer review in person, and all participation in Wildcat Writers

field trips, as explained in a University of Arizona Multimedia Release Form (and signed by all

students), can be used, including quotes.

Data Analysis

To address the research question, the data in this study were coded from Excel

spreadsheets to highlight positive outcomes of high school and university students being clear

and effective in their writing and composing of both the technical video instructions and identity

comic narratives. Likert scale ratings were used to reinforce the strength of the comments.

Technical Video Instructions

Wildcat Writers, as already explained in Chapter 3, is a college pathway community

writing program. This partnership makes college more tangible for high school students and

makes the surrounding community more accessible to university students. The main objective of

this community writing partnership was to create comic narratives that illustrated connections

between the content taught in the students’ respective classes and their individual identities. In

order to do that, Max and I assigned a pre-comic project where university students would create

instructional videos on foundational comic drawing concepts offered in Scott McCloud’s

Understanding Comics and catered for the high school class. In turn, with the knowledge the

high school students had already gained from class content and their own understanding of

McCloud, the high school students would grade the instructional videos made by the university

students.
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This community grading process would help set up the main project of the semester, the

Identity Comic Narrative, by showing the high school students that their expertise and

perspectives are valued—rather than trivialized—in this high school-university partnership.

High School Grading of University Students

From the community grading we conducted in this partnership, one of the most

significant moments that a high school student experienced was the ability to critique university

writers. According to Max, many of the high school students felt intimidated offering their input

about the instructional videos because they were high school students. But after explaining that

the students would be helping me, the university instructor, make sure the videos made sense for

a high school audience, many of the students felt more confident. This was Max and my attempt

to level the playing field and explicitly show the high school students that their input does matter

and could affect how university writing is assessed. I also framed the experience for the

university students by referring to the high school students as their clients, meaning their input

would essentially be more important than mine in grading their instructional videos.

Another high school student said realizing that university students make mistakes made them

feel better about their own mistakes. According to the pre-semester surveys, the majority of high

school students had no idea what happened in a university writing course. Facing this uncertainty

could make the university an intimidating environment and could make working with university

students an uncomfortable experience. And due to COVID-19 restrictions, it was still important

to Max and me to show high school students that university students are just like them and make

similar mistakes as they do.
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The actual grading of the instructional videos was very positive. The Google Form I

created asked high school students to rate the following statements from 1-5 (1 being “not really”

to 5 being “absolutely!”)

● Watching the mini-talk helped me understand the concept

● The mini-talk was organized and uncluttered

● The way the person presented made the concept easy to understand

● The mini-talk prepared me to draw my own identity comic

● I feel more comfortable with the presented concept because of this mini-talk

Max and I chose these statements to look at: presentation, clarity, organization, and presenter

confidence.

Of the 109 high school student responses, 97.17% of the students rated the university

technical video instructions 4 or 5 on the Likert scale for helping them understand the comic

concept (Appendix B). 96.33% of high school students rated the instructions 4 or 5 for being

organized and uncluttered. Most importantly, 94.49% of the high school students rated the

instructions 4 or 5 for making them feel more comfortable with the presented comic concept.

This data demonstrate that the high school students who completed the Google Form

overwhelmingly felt more comfortable drawing their own identity comic because of the

effectiveness of the instructional videos. This also means the university students succeeded in

catering their content and presentation to the high school audience.

Identity Comic Narrative

After receiving the necessary instruction and guidance on comic drawing, both high

school and university students drew comic narratives that connected their identities with course

concepts. Then high school and university students exchanged comics for peer review. As
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explained in Chapter 3, the first time Max and I conducted peer review with our classes a year

prior to this partnership was a disaster because the students were not provided the appropriate

instruction on how to give fair and constructive criticism. This time, however, we corrected that

mistake with explicit conversations about the differences between destructive and constructive

criticism. With the university students, my strategy for a fruitful peer review process was to

frame the experience through our key course concepts on intercultural communication. Two main

reasons influenced this framing: 1) comics were written for this particular high school audience,

so the high school students needed to understand the content at their level; and 2) pivoting

content development based on feedback is a useful way to develop as technical communicators

and professional writers. Due to the classroom setting, creating content was a low stakes

opportunity for the university students to practice the key concepts they had been learning and to

get to know how another group would perceive their comic interpretations.

High School Grading of University Students

Both high school and university students received the same questions to conduct their

peer review:

● Does the comic make sense? Do you understand the basic storyline? Explain.

● Does the organization of the comic flow well? Explain.

● Do the icons/visuals make sense in the story? Explain.

● Are words overused to move the story forward? Explain.

● Are the panels visually appealing? Are the panels crowded? Explain.

● Please provide suggestions for improvement.

Because Max’s class was not a writing class, we both worried that students wouldn’t

expand on their responses, so we asked for one to two sentence explanations. We didn’t include
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too many questions, so we focused on: overall flow, iconography, and overusing words. Both

Max and I wanted our students to experiment with drawing comics without using words,

encouraging them to rely more on icons rather than words to move the story forward. This

proved the most difficult for both groups of students, but also most challenging.

Compared to the data from the Chapter 3 peer review, the partnership showcased in this

chapter shows an overall improvement in feedback. For example, in response to the first

question: “Does the comic make sense? Do you understand the basic storyline? Explain,” out of

97 high school student responses, 100% of the responses were positive, but only 80% were

constructive. A positive response was: “I actually don’t because it wasn’t very clear.” While this

response was positive, it was not helpful to improve the comic by asking questions or pointing to

specific problem areas. A constructive comment was:

I honestly do understand the basic storyline of this comic and I do think it makes

sense. I think I understand more what was happening between, like, panel 10-22 is

where it started making sense.

This response is constructive because it shows the range of confusion: panels 1-9. In addition to

attempting to level the playing field between high school and university students, one high

school student reported enjoying the comic review because it allowed them to see others

experience similar struggles. Another high school student reported the most significant moment

they experienced was “being able to put effort into work for others.” While COVID-19 severely

impacted the connection Max and I tried to cultivate between the two classes, we realized that

students working together to achieve a common goal can be implemented in remote educational

settings.
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University Grading of High School Students

University grading of high school comics were similarly successful. 25 high school

comics were submitted for peer review, and due to time constraints the 25 were divided between

the four students and me, the instructor. My participation skews the data, but university student

feedback broadly demonstrated mutual respect and consideration for improving each other’s

comics. This was reinforced by one university student’s response to the question on the

post-semester survey: How did you show the high school students that you value their expertise?

How did they show you they value your expertise?

I wanted to give them respect that I would give any college student and treated

their feedback as I would anyone in my college course. I used their advice to

make my work better. They gave strong feedback and had great ideas without

talking down or being judgmental.

Interconnected Layers

This two-part community grading intervention allowed both classes to view each other as

partners and sounding boards to improve their own content. While this conclusion is already

revealed in the TPC literature for service learning and community writing courses, this particular

intervention is meant to show that layers of infrastructure require consistent and responsive

awareness to the needs of target audiences and the future of TPC as a field.

In the following section, I offer takeaways for TPC course designs, partnerships, and

programs that invite readers to consider and enact layered infrastructural interventions, from

administrative to teaching decisions, that lead to fruitful community-engaged partnerships and

prompt intercultural competency and encourage co-constructed meaning making, transparent

communication, and accountability in the content we create for diverse audiences.
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I respond to the research question at the beginning of this chapter: What infrastructural

interventions help develop the appropriate competencies working with diverse audiences in

technical and professional communication as a field and practice? When discussing the

“appropriate” competencies for the next generation of technical communicators and professional

writers, we look to the literature and the calls for social and linguistic justice (Baker-Bell).

Conservative academic policies may not respond to the progressive research it funds, and

institutions should be held accountable for failing to grow. The following competencies are

approximations for what could advance TPC courses that include service learning or community

engagement. These competencies come from a reciprocity standpoint that values others and their

expertise and actively contributes to a mutually beneficial relationship. Since Writing for Diverse

Audiences does not currently seem to be prioritized for TPC majors/minors, I argue that courses

similar to Writing for Diverse Audiences need the following competencies listed in the syllabus

and reinforced through scaffolding and possible community engagement projects.

Relationship-Driven Partnerships v Populations Served

As budding technical communicators and professional writers, it is important to frame the

approach to diverse audiences. One university student reported enjoying the peer review on their

work as well as giving feedback to them because it “solidified the idea of working WITH your

audiences to get the best results for a text rather than working FOR said audiences.” By creating

content based on authentic audience needs rather than perceived needs, we are better able to

communicate more effectively. This process can be described as relationship-driven partnerships

compared to populations served. Borrowing from Agboka’s research on oppressive rhetoric, this

shift in framing changes the way parties see each other. Research participants are not just data

points to be examined; rather, participants—just like community writing partners—are whole
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beings with intersectional identities that ultimately influence the relationship between researcher

and participant, university student and high school student.

Flexible Genre Expectations

Following relationship-driven approaches to diverse audiences, it is also important to

have flexible genre expectations so we can meet our target audience where they are.

All four university students agreed or strongly agreed to the statement in the post-semester

survey: “I am better able to adapt my writing to different audiences.” As juniors and seniors

about to graduate with the TPC major/minor, the students are better prepared for their future

careers with real life experiences adapting their writing for different audiences. Not only were

students more comfortable adapting their writing, but they also learned to be flexible with genre

expectations to best fit audience needs. One of the university students reported in the

post-semester survey that the most significant moment was “realizing that it’s okay to break the

mold a little and go beyond some stipulations if it means a better end product that the audience

can relate to or better understand.” Students that fixate over requirements dictated by rubrics and

instructor feedback may struggle with the flexible nature of real audiences and their authentic

needs. Looking past rubrics and grades and being able to see how their work relates to the world

is a meaningful competency to develop.

Continued Investment in Diverse Communities

Graduating with the TPC major/minor is only the beginning of a career. Similar to how

we hold our institutions of higher education accountable for failing to include courses like

Writing for Diverse Audiences as core courses, we also need to hold our professionals and

scholars accountable for whom we create. Coming back to the comic, “Getting in Shape” at the

beginning of this chapter, meaningful connections and understanding occurs when both parties
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are authentic to who they are, rather than meeting unrealistic expectations. When we come into

different environments ready to learn about others and how we can best perform in those

environments, I argue that is where meaningful connections happen. This idea is reinforced by

all four university students agreeing or strongly agreeing to the statement in the post-semester

survey: I feel more motivated to engage in service or community engagement activities in the

future. My hope for this past semester was to instill that learning never ends, especially for a

growing career in technical communication.

Teaching Reciprocity Informs Administering Reciprocity

Figure 5: Teaching to Administration Domains

The success of the community grading was due to my already strong working partnership

with Max. As explained in Chapter 3, our long-standing working partnership grew from shared

interests, values, and dedication to helping our students understand each other through

collaborative comics. Although teaching reciprocity is the last domain in Reciprocity Across
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Communities, I demonstrate how teaching reciprocity could influence administering reciprocity,

continuing the cycle of accountability, reflection, and progress. As we move through the teaching

domain, I want to discuss how teaching reciprocity informs administering reciprocity. The

teaching domain builds upon existing community partnerships and sharing the knowledge on

how to do that to the next generation of learners. The following section demonstrates how

accountability guides the transition to administering reciprocity and the potential implications on

administrators.

Teaching to Administration

Accountability framed by relational epistemology and emergent strategy challenges the

ways we conduct community engagement by offering a necessary mid-step that links training

with teaching. With a focus on validating diverse perspectives and moving at the speed of trust,

accountability looks like adapting our infrastructures to cater not to default white men audiences,

but instead, to develop the appropriate competencies to respond to all types of audiences.

Accountability looks like continued research on the success of including courses like Writing for

Diverse Audiences and the positive impact it plays on TPC students attempting to understand the

field and how it relates to their positionality as university students. University administrators

responsible for funding TPC majors/minors need to be made aware of the evolving attitudes

toward research and implement those changes accordingly. Accountable community engagement

means improving in cyclical ways and being realistic about how we make world changes by

listening to each other.
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CHAPTER 5:

BUILDING RECIPROCITY ACROSS COMMUNITIES THROUGH AN

INFRASTRUCTURE OF ACCOUNTABILITY
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Comic 10: “Never Leaf-ing”

Panel 1: The succulent leaf drops from a succulent plant due to high heat.

Panel 2: The succulent leaf dries up under the sun.

Panel 3: The succulent leaf gets rained on.

Panel 4: The succulent leaf dries up under the sun.

Panel 5: The succulent leaf sprouts roots.

Panel 6: The succulent leaf is planted in a planter and grows to become a succulent plant under

the sun.
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The Peace Corps was a challenging experience, both physically and mentally. They say

Peace Corps in Asia is considered Posh Corps because there are more resources and amenities in

Peace Corps Asia that make the experience less physically challenging compared to other

continents like Peace Corps South America or Peace Corps Africa. However, they also say Peace

Corps Asia—though having more amenities making it less physically challenging—can be more

emotionally challenging due to the extreme cultural differences. In many ways, my experience

was extremely emotionally challenging, but also emotionally rewarding.

My Peace Corps host father passed away on November 4, 2015. He had been sick for a

few years after retiring as a middle school teacher. The weeks before he passed he had been

weaker than usual and breathing irregularly. His movements slowed down and he stopped his

daily habit of asking if I had eaten already. Either due to communication issues or wanting to

protect me, my host mom did not tell me how sick he was, but we both knew something was not

right. The night he passed his breathing was so irregular that I could hear it from inside my

bedroom. I could hear my host mom praying into the night beside his bed as I fell asleep. My

neighbor loudly knocked on my door in the middle of the night, and I came outside the door to

many of my neighbors looking upon my dead host dad. He was buried immediately in the

morning after his two children came home from other regions. I had never seen anything like it.

Neighbors were giving my host family all their time and energy. Many pooled money to offer my

host mom. The women and children brought over food at all times of the day, and the men closed

off the street to set up for the funeral ceremony. It was a somber and calm day. After the funeral,

I did not want to intrude so I spent the rest of the day with another volunteer to leave my host

family alone to mourn. My volunteer friend brought me to her Indonesian friend’s house, and the

friend comforted me and offered her condolences. She misunderstood and assumed that my
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biological dad had passed, not my host dad. I cleared up the misunderstanding and thanked her

for her well wishes regardless.

I could not stop thinking about my biological dad after she said that, so I called him the

next day to check on his health (he had been sick for a few years as well). My biological dad was

reserved and quiet as usual on our phone call as I updated him on all the wonderful foods I had

eaten that week and the interesting cultural events I had attended. Then I continued the rest of my

week by going out of town to hold a leadership camp for middle school students. In the middle

of the leadership camp on November 7, 2015, I received a call from the Peace Corps office

informing me that my biological dad had just passed, confirmed later by my mom. I finished the

leadership camp the best I could, which included delegating most of the responsibilities, told my

middle school I would be out of town for a couple weeks, and started packing for my flight to

California the next morning. My middle school was incredibly understanding, and as I was

packing, the English teachers asked what time my flight was and if I could drop by the middle

school before leaving. I apologized and declined because my flight was in the early afternoon,

and I still had to travel three hours to the airport. The English teachers kept texting me as I was

driving to the airport in the morning, and asked which terminal I would be. One teacher called

my phone and asked me to meet at the curb of the terminal. I remember being annoyed because I

had to go through security again, but I also knew it must have been important for them to drive

the three hours to the capital. The teachers were waiting outside their van, and one of them

walked up and handed me a large manila envelope. Confused, I looked inside and saw several

bills of Indonesian Rupiah. The teachers had pooled money and wanted to give it to me for my

family, just like my village neighbors had pooled money to give to my host family after my host

dad passed. The teachers apologized saying that Indonesian Rupiah was not worth as much as
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US Dollars, but the teachers wanted to make sure I had some money if I needed it. I was not

expecting this, and thanked them profusely through tears. I apologized for needing to leave, but

my flight would depart soon. As I waited in line to go through security again holding the large

manila envelope, I felt connected and validated in my role as a teacher at the middle school

because they treated me like one of their own. I was genuinely excited to come back to Indonesia

after saying goodbye to my biological dad and end my Peace Corps journey on a positive note.

“Never Leaf-ing” at the beginning of this chapter is the only comic in this dissertation

that uses living things as subjects of the comic. While the other comics clearly anthropomorphize

objects, this chapter’s comic was special due to the life and death theme I chose to convey with

the stories about my host dad and biological dad. “Never Leaf-ing” tells the story of a succulent

leaf dropping from its host plant from overexposure to sunlight. After days of sunlight and rain,

the succulent leaf undergoes propagation and sprouts roots. Once it is planted in a pot with soil,

the one leaf can make a whole new succulent plant. Both my host dad and biological dad passed

away within the same week, and there are still remnants of their wisdom that follow me to today.

They both preached the importance of patience, moderation, and mindfulness. My host dad

would constantly tell me to rest after one of my multi-day bike trips, and my biological dad

would often give me life advice using both Star Trek and Star Wars analogies. In many different

ways, they never leave me. The same can be said for the wisdom we take from every interaction

we have and the powerful connections that can grow from communicating, collaborating, and

listening to each other. This chapter is dedicated to the powerful connections we can create in

reciprocal and accountable community partnerships. Graced by the compassion of my Indonesian

community, I was able to overcome both these tragic events and finish my Peace Corps service
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strong. And with the help of my comic drawing hobby, I was able to reflect on the oftentimes

painful memories that I had suppressed.

Comics as Disembodied Reflections

I believe that multimodal reflection can be more powerful than other forms of reflection

because of its potential to explore beyond words, thus my decision to include a hand drawn

comic at the beginning of each chapter to accompany the Peace Corps narratives that follow.

These comics served as disembodied reflections to help me unpack the difficult experiences I

had in the Peace Corps. The feelings I had experienced getting catcalled by middle school

students or receiving the necessary support after getting bit by a feral cat were embodied

experiences of my cultural integration and required some sort of external intervention to fully

understand. As already mentioned in Chapter 3 with the co-created comics with my Wildcat

Writers partner, Max, drawing comics as a form of reflection can be an indirect strategy of

dealing with difficult feelings because it redirects the focus on the artwork, rather than on myself.

By doing so, I am able to step back, see the whole picture, and make connections between what

was experienced at the moment and the lessons that came from it.

While drawing those comics helped me process the Peace Corps narratives—that I have

slowly rediscovered since leaving Indonesia in 2016—I hope they can also help the reader

uncover nuanced interpretations they may have of my community-engaged experiences, as

“comics require a substantial degree of reader participation” (McNicol 242). British educational

and social researcher Sarah McNicol conducts research on comics as research method and

argues, “the nature of comics as a series of fragmented images that require the active

involvement of the reader to make sense of the story means that expecting to discover a single

‘true’ explanation of meaning is not possible” (244). I drew the comics to fit many different
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narratives and different angles into those narratives, so they are helpful not only to me, but to

people who view them and who may have experienced the same moments in their community

engagement.

In the following sections, I detail how drawing the comics helped me understand the

corresponding Peace Corps narrative, which in turn helped me make sense of Reciprocity Across

Communities as a model for triangulating community engagement through administration,

training, and teaching.

Administering Reciprocity

The corresponding comic, “Saved by the Sail,” at the beginning of Chapter 2 on

administering reciprocity helped me tell the story of being harassed by my middle school

students and receiving the necessary support to overcome that situation. The sailboat in the

comic is lost at sea, a feeling that many Peace Corps volunteers, including me, felt at our

permanent sites. With only two months of cultural and language training, we were thrown into

our villages and expected to make a difference in our communities. Additionally, I had never

been catcalled by dozens of people at one time, let alone my own students with whom I was

meant to build meaningful relationships. That experience in those circumstances convinced me

that community-engaged practitioners need the appropriate infrastructure to not only deal with

those situations, but also avoid them by building networks of support and alliance. The middle

school teachers had my back and corrected the situation, but it was my responsibility to sustain

that connection by building relationships with the students and encouraging them to see me as a

teacher rather than an object of entertainment.

To build and sustain the infrastructure to continue healthy relationships with my

community partners, I argue that my community partners also require the same infrastructure to
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feel supported when they deal with unfamiliar or controversial situations. I use one of the Peace

Corps ongoing training programs that invite community partners—our counterparts—to learn

how to better co-teach and co-create projects that meet the authentic needs of the surrounding

communities. Since it is the first time counterparts and volunteers train with each other, it is

important that the Peace Corps frames the experience in ways that best meet the needs of

counterparts. Chapter 2 attempts to answer the research question: What does it look like to

translanguage (Lee) an ongoing volunteer training program to model grassroots advocacy

(Kezar) for linguistic social justice? Administering reciprocity establishes structural norms by

incorporating ongoing feedback through a collaboration between grassroots and executive

leadership. The benefits of using Kezar’s bottom-up/top-down approach in administering

reciprocity are: 1) prioritizing linguistic social justice, and 2) engaging difficulty and discomfort.

Although Chapter 2 fails to fully implement Kezar’s bottom-up/top-down approach, I still

critique certain aspects and sessions in the training week that may hinder counterparts from

taking the most out of the experience.

Furthermore, it is the responsibility of the counterpart and volunteer to sustain the

infrastructure laid out by the Peace Corps volunteer in the village. A strong foundation does not

necessarily mean everything built upon it will be structurally sound. My counterpart, Febri, and I

constantly needed to work through our differences throughout the two years we spent together.

We did not try to settle all our differences; instead, we worked toward a middle ground where we

could achieve common goals.

Training Reciprocity

The corresponding comic, “Moments of Hilari-Tea,” at the beginning of Chapter 3 on

training reciprocity helped me tell the story of getting to know my Peace Corps counterparts
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through music, traveling, and sharing meals. The tea bag in the comic unsuccessfully bonds with

coffee cups for various reasons: coffee looks down on tea for not having as much caffeine, the

coffee is already brewed whereas the tea is still in tea leaf form, etc. The coffee and tea bag are

not at the same stages of development so there is already a power dynamic that the tea bag fails

to come to terms with. When the tea bag meets the water kettle, they both realize they could

fulfill each other’s needs. In other words, being in the right place at the right time may have

encouraged a more thoughtful partnership. The challenge with training reciprocity is how to

consistently encourage that thoughtful partnership when community partners may be at different

stages and have varied needs.

Chapter 3 attempts to answer the research question: How do collaborative comics

promote “participatory knowledge construction” (McNicol 236) and assist community writing

partners to negotiate their positionalities and identities to achieve reciprocity? Training

reciprocity is the process of building upon an infrastructure that values linguistic social

justice—as explained in Chapter 2—and meeting at a middle ground where community partners

could achieve shared goals. I use McNicol’s participant-created comics research to examine how

creating collaborative comics with my Wildcat Writers partner, Max, could lead to a fruitful

working partnership. The benefit of using McNicol’s research on participant-created comics in

training reciprocity is building rapport through multimodal comics reflection—our shared

interest.

Training reciprocity is unique in the Reciprocity Across Communities model because its

success depends on the community partnership. Max and I were already friends prior to engaging

in Wildcat Writers. We also had similar interests to improve our teaching for our students, and

we thoroughly enjoyed reflecting on the partnership through comics. Not every Wildcat Writers
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partnership will employ this level of reflection because it is not required and may not be

necessary to become better educators. However, Max and I decided to take a deeper look at our

partnership so we could improve for our students the next year. We both wanted our students to

have better connections with each other in their field trips and joint projects, and a way to

accomplish that is by improving our own connection first.

Teaching Reciprocity

The corresponding comic, “Getting in Shape,” at the beginning of Chapter 4 on teaching

reciprocity helped me tell the story of a community-funded cross-cultural seminar that failed to

meet the needs of the participants. What seemed most important to participants was receiving

information from US Americans despite the fact that certain sessions may have been better

facilitated by non-US Americans. When the triangle in the comic realizes it cannot fit through

the hoop to please the audience, it violently modifies itself to appease them. This modification

makes the triangle fit through the hoop, but at a terrible cost. By succumbing to the

misunderstood needs of the seminar participants and assigning a Peace Corps volunteer to

facilitate the session on the Indonesian study abroad process as opposed to assigning an actual

Indonesian person who has experienced the Indonesian study abroad process, the session would

be mostly meaningless. There are characteristics about the Indonesian study abroad process that

are distinct to Indonesians just as there are characteristics about the US study abroad process that

are distinct to US Americans. Learning about the US study abroad process may help Indonesians

gain some sort of understanding about studying abroad in general terms, but those experiences

may likely be inapplicable to their own situations.

What I learned from this experience was that I gathered rather superficial information

from my younger Indonesian friends about what they genuinely wanted from a cross-cultural
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seminar. This speaks to my inexperience planning large events and knowing my audience.

Perhaps the cross-cultural seminar sessions were chosen based on what I thought they wanted to

learn about, or what I thought they should learn about. In Chapter 4, I connect this issue of not

understanding our audiences to a technical and professional communication course on writing for

diverse audiences. What do students in this course need to know to create content for audiences

for whom they are unfamiliar? Chapter 4 attempts to answer the research question: What

infrastructural interventions help develop the appropriate competencies working with diverse

audiences in technical and professional communication as a field and practice? Teaching

reciprocity is passing on the skills learned from administering and training reciprocity to the next

generation of community-engaged practitioners who will engage in various ways with diverse

audiences. Teaching reciprocity is unique in the Reciprocity Across Communities model because

it incorporates all domains of development and relies on an evolving infrastructure that responds

to changes in what our community partners need to thrive in collaborative, working partnerships.

I attempt to convey throughout this dissertation that teaching reciprocity is not the last

domain of development in Reciprocity Across Communities. I argue that teaching reciprocity

should lead to administering reciprocity, which should lead to training reciprocity, and so on. The

cycle of development through domains is supported by accountability, as described in Chapter 1.

Infrastructure of Accountability

The previous section championed creating space for negotiating differences and

co-constructed meaning making. Administering, training, and teaching reciprocity all function by

considering the needs of our community partners, working through differences, and generating

the trust and understanding to achieve shared goals. However, what drives forward Reciprocity

Across Communities is accountability: “A need for checking the intentions, desires, assumptions,
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and beliefs that inform our practices” (Johnston 58). As already stated in Chapter 2 with the

ongoing Peace Corps training, my counterpart, Febri, and I needed to consistently work on our

differences so we could better co-teach our students. This was accomplished chatting over

coffee, buying meatballs at side of the road restaurants called warungs, and arguing over gender

roles. The smallest, seemingly insignificant interactions could develop into strong working

partnerships where each party respects, cares, and improves for one another. In order to

accomplish that, we need to consistently push each other and ourselves to be better for our

students and surrounding communities.

In Chapter 1, I describe how accountability is grounded in relational epistemology

(Victor et al.) and emergent strategy (brown). My Peace Corps counterpart, Febri, and I moved

forward to competently co-teach our students only because we unknowingly followed the

Nehinuw concepts for relational epistemology: develop alliances for common action, respect

openness and acceptance of each other, support and help each other, and value our partnership

most of all. My Wildcat Writers partner, Max, and I moved forward to become better

communicators for each other and our students because we valued the core principles of

emergent strategy (brown 41-42):

● Small is good, small is all (The large is a reflection of the small)

● Change is constant (Be like water)

● There is always enough time for the right work. There is a conversation in the room that

only these people at this moment can have. Find it.

● Never a failure, always a lesson

● Trust the People (If you trust the people, they become trustworthy)

● Move at the speed of trust
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● Focus on critical connections more than critical mass—build the resilience by building

the relationships

● Less prep, more presence

● What you pay attention to grows

Taking a critical stance on the content my technical and professional communication students

will create for diverse audiences moves the next generation of technical communicators and

professional writers toward combating issues of (un)conscious bias and generalizing for a default

white man audience. The hope is that my students will apply the lessons of localization and

intercultural communication when they graduate and venture into their careers. Their challenge

after leaving my classroom is to continue questioning the way content is made and how it could

be made in culturally responsive ways.

I argue that to systematically improve the way we engage with diverse

communities—especially considering the power dynamics between different communities—an

infrastructure of accountability must guide the way. The next section describes how an

infrastructure of accountability drives Reciprocity Across Communities.

What Makes it an Infrastructure?

Reciprocity influences each of the three domains, but accountability keeps the model

moving. In that way, accountability acts as its infrastructure. As described in Chapter 4, I borrow

theories of infrastructure to refer to internal support that enables external growth (Frith; Read).

The infrastructure of accountability is not a clear-cut step between domains. Instead,

infrastructure informs what happens and how it happens. Sometimes we do not even realize that

we act in systems that are built to perform certain tasks and experience certain situations.

Infrastructures develop through processes. They evolve through ongoing actions,
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communication, and relationships. An infrastructure of accountability is meant to naturally shape

the experiences in community engagement to hold us accountable to our community partners.

Frith argues, “Infrastructure has agency, infrastructure is often invisible, and infrastructure is

relational” (407).

I build upon infrastructure to make visible and intentional the work we could do in

community engagement if our actions came from structures that produce reciprocal and

accountable work. Grabill argues, “If we want to understand the rhetorical work that people do

together, we must render visible the infrastructure that remains (or wants to remain) invisible and

that supports, locates—participates in—that rhetorical work” (21). Most importantly, I want a

call for action to sustain the infrastructures that help us while at the same time disrupt the

infrastructures that hurt us. Frith argues, “Infrastructures decay if they are not maintained (420).

Taking On A World

We are constantly told that our impact as Peace Corps volunteers will be only as strong as

our relationships with our counterparts. My main counterpart, Febri, was initially skeptical of me

and my role. He did not understand why the middle school needed a US American to teach there

when all the English teachers were essentially already fluent in English and had more practical

teaching experience than I had at the time. Truthfully, I started to see his point. Being fluent in a

language does not necessarily mean one can teach the language. But slowly, after many

conversations with each other about our similarities and differences, Febri and I both began to

value our co-teaching partnership transformed by our widely varied perspectives. Our lesson

plans were different and exciting. Students were entertained and curious to know more about US

culture. The curiosity of our students, at least, broke the stagnant rote memorization of

vocabulary words and tenses. Combining Febri’s expertise with appropriate rural Indonesian
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pedagogy and my knowledge of slang and US pronunciation, our co-teaching partnership proved

to be very fruitful. I learned how Indonesian students learn, and Febri learned more about US and

Western culture, deepening his understanding of the English language. Each time I facilitated a

workshop or delivered a keynote as a Peace Corps volunteer, I quoted French political

philosopher Frantz Fanon who said, “To speak a language is to take on a world, a culture.” My

Indonesian students were interested in learning how to speak English, but had limited access to

understanding how the diverse aspects of a culture could influence their understanding of the

language. The languages—spoken, written, unspoken—that we use with diverse communities

require the same efforts to understand their cultures. Developing reciprocal community-engaged

partnerships is full of gray areas and flexible expectations, interpersonal conflicts may prevent

meaningful engagement, and saying or behaving in unwelcome ways could invite all kinds of

miscommunication. My hope with Reciprocity Across Communities is to share a model that

triangulates how we engage with diverse communities, encourages strategies that meet the

(un)spoken needs of our constituents, and holds us accountable to how we create meaning with

each other.
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Appendix A

SYLLABUS
ENGL 413 Professional and Technical Writing with Diverse Audiences

Location: Live Online (Zoom)
Days and Times: MW 11am-12:15pm

(Please be aware that AZ does not observe daylight savings time)

Description of Course

In this course, students learn how to apply localization strategies to the development,
editing, and management of content in ways that are responsive to and inclusive of
linguistic and cultural differences.

This is a Wildcat Writers course. Wildcat Writers is a community writing program that
partners UA classrooms with local high school classrooms on projects that center writing
and composition. Students in this course will be partnered with a Tucson High Magnet
School 11th and 12th grade mythology class. Together, students will work on collaborative
comic composing projects and engage in shared meaning making.

Policy on community-engaged partnerships: This course prioritizes community building and
partnerships through shared meaning making. The purpose of this is to train students how
to work collaboratively with diverse audiences to ensure content created aligns with the
needs of the target audience, especially when working with an unfamiliar audience. This
mindset can be helpful for students when they pursue professional and technical writing
careers.

Course Objectives and Expected Learning Outcomes

Course Objectives:
● Learn and practice methods for understanding and engaging culturally and

linguistically diverse audiences
● Cultivate and participate in feedback-rich environments in and outside of the

classroom

Learning Outcomes:
● Be able to identify and apply theoretical frameworks and best practices for cultural

responsivity in professional and technical writing
● Be able to identify and apply theoretical frameworks and best practices for working

with translation and translators in professional and technical writing
● Be able to identify and apply theoretical frameworks and best practices for

intercultural communication and participatory design in professional and technical
writing

● Be able to identify and apply theoretical frameworks and best practices for
globalization and localization in professional and technical writing

Required Texts or Readings

All required readings are provided via D2L or UA Libraries and include the following course
themes:
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● Cultural responsivity
● Professional/technical writing and translation
● Intercultural communication and participatory design
● Globalization and localization

Major Projects

Project 1: Technical Video Instructions
For Project 1, students will create technical video instructions on certain concepts described
in Scott McCloud’s Understanding Comics for a high school mythology class. The high school
students will use the technical video instructions to create their own comics, which 413
students will peer review in Project 2. The purpose of this project is to practice localization -
translating technical knowledge to a target audience in an accessible medium.

Project 2: Identity Comic Narrative
For Project 2, students will create identity comic narratives about one of the concepts in the
course: cultural responsivity, translation, intercultural communication, and globalization and
localization. Students will draw their identities in conversation with one of concepts in comic
form. 413 students will exchange knowledge through a peer review with high school
students and their comics.

Project 3: Learning Portfolio
For Project 3, students will create an online portfolio of 5 artifacts made during the
semester. Students will reflect on how their artifacts relate to course objectives and learning
outcomes to showcase their learning this semester.
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Appendix B

Table 1: High School Grading of University Students

Assessment Statement Total Responses
# Responses Rated

3 or Below

% Responses

Rated 4 or 5

Watching the mini-talk helped me

understand the concept
109 6 97.17%

The mini-talk was organized and

uncluttered
109 4 96.33%

The way the person presented made

the concept easy to understand
109 10 90.82%

The mini-talk prepared me to draw

my own identity comic
109 11 89.90%

I feel more comfortable with the

presented concept because of this

mini-talk

109 6 94.49%
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